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University of Cape Town 
Abstract 
APIS: A REAL· TIME MESSAGE· 
ORIENTED MIDDLEW ARE 
by Manie C. Steyn 
Chairperson of the Supervisory C'.ormnittee: Mr. M. J. Ventura 
Department of Electrical Engineering 
This thesis presents an investigation and evaluation of a Real-Time Message-
Oriented Middleware (MOM) implementation using commercial off-the-shelf 
(COTS) software components. 
The Application Interface Services (APIS) is an implementation of a real-time 
MOM that provides network services to sub-systems of a large-scale 
distributed system. 
It is shown that the characteristics of a MOM are well suited to a real-time 
message distribution application and that APIS, as an implementation of a 
real-time MOM, can provide a heterogeneous network interlace to sub-
systems of a distributed real-time nature. This simplifies the task of 
implementing infonnation exchange and provides a definitive boundary for 
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Interconnecting mission-criti.cal, real-time distributed systems is a complex 
task in that many nodes, differing in hardware, software and functional 
requirements, interact with each other, requiring a mixture of reliable delivmy 
and timing services. 
A large-scale distributed system often integrates multiple heterogeneous sub-
systems resulting in a configuration where applications, executing under many 
different real-time and non-real-time operating systems, on a variety of 
different hardware platfonns, have to interact to complete a single mission or 
perfonn a single collaborative function. 
Such a system is also often implemented by several contnlctors and concludes 
with a complex integration phase. Apart from the complexity of managing the 
networking issues of such a system, the contractual boundaries are diffirult to 
define, making the assignment of responsibility for meeting networlt 
specifications e.g. latency and jitter, a complicated matter. 
Being part of the system design team for one such a mission-critical, real-time 
distributed system, R. M Young proposed an Infonnation Management 
System (IMS), described in his PhD thesis [52]. The IMS realises the networlt 
backbone and networlt interface cards (NICs) as a separate sub-system 
responsible for timely delivery of messages and seamless integration of all 
other sub-systems. 
Striving towards modularity and reusability, the IMS consists of various 
networlt services that combine to establish a seemingly simple interconnect 













nus thesis is an investigation and evaluation of an implementation of one of 
the services, namely the Application Interface Services (APIS), of the IMS 
proposed by YOWlg [52]. 
APIS1 uses the principles of Message-Oriented Middleware (MOM) to 
distribute messages timely across the network without needing sub-systems to 
establish a connection between the sending and receiving application. 
Using APIS, applications simply prrxJuce the data they know about and t:Urn:nl 
the data they need. 
A MOM such as APIS provides high-level programming interfaces that 
abstract the Wlderlying data conuntmications and access components of each 
part of a distributed system. It isolates clients from back-end processes and 
decouples the application from the network process. This decoupling is the 
most important distinction between APIS and other connection-oriented 
middleware. For example, the Ormm Objt:a RWJUf!Sl Broker A~ 
(CORBA) [2] provides an environment in which software objects can be 
shared across networks, but since it is essentialJ;y client-server architecture, the 
network address of the server, or Cii«t Rs::ptest Broker (ORB), needs to be 
known to the client. APIS on the other hand is message-oriented rather than 
connection-oriented. APIS utilises the tmiqueness of the data identifier (APIS 
Message 10), rather than the network address, to deliver data messages 
between applications. 
1 Digressing from the technica] nature of this thesis. we found it of interest to leam that the 
acronym also refers to a fiIture in ancient Egyptian mythology. The creator god PI'AH of 
Memphis had ~ his hemkf the bull-god Apis to communicate with mankind on his behalf 
in the delivery of oracles. It is quite fitting that APIS existed ~ ·communication 












This thesis will investigate the APIS system architecture as proposed by 
Young and then present a detailed implementation of APIS by the candidate 
followed by an evaluation of its perfonnance. 
Throughout the design and implementation of APIS the three mam 
objectives were to provide data distribution in real-time, to provide an off-
host communication architecture and to use commercial off-the-shelf (COTS) 
technology wherever possible. 
In order to meet these objectives, this thesis sets out to identify suitable 
software and hardware components by means of a literatw-e survey. It then 
details the specific issues pertaining to the implementation of APIS and 
presents subsequent perfonnance measurements. 
The design, implementation and qualification of APIS spans a four year 
period during which the author was responsible for the design and coding, in 
C+ +, of APIS, as well as the integration and testing of all the services of the 
}MS. 
1.2 System Architecture 
As previously stated the APIS real-time message-oriented middleware was 
conceptualised by Young in his PhD thesis [52]. According to Young, APIS 
is a network communications protocol that was designed to provide real-time 
data delivery capabilities to applications that can dynamically setup and 
manage the system dataflow. APIS do not detract from the real-time 
capabilities of the network layers beneath it nor impact on the real-time 
perfonnance of the user system above it. 
In order to achieve these goals the system architecture that is detailed in this 
thesis can be summarised as follows: 
APIS implements Layers 5 to 7 of the ISO OSI Reference Model, interfacing 












above. The ASU is a prrxIucer and! or ansumer of data of different types that are 
packaged in APIS Messages. APIS Messages are predefined by the system 
integrator as part of the system design and each is assigned a unique Message 
Identifier. The APIS protocol establishes the necessary communication 
channels between the producers and consumers of a partirular APIS Message. 
LAN dataflow will therefore be detennined by APIS Messages and not by 
predefined ASU addresses. 
APIS achieves this data driutn ttppro:lCh to dataflow management by making use 
of multicast group management. In contrast to a unicast-add.ressing scheme 
where a unique address is allocated to each node on the network, APIS 
allocates a unique multicast group address to each APIS Message that is 
defined in the ~ A one-to-one mapping exist between the APIS 
Message ID assigned by the system integrator at design time and the multicast 
group address assigned by APIS at nmtime, refer to paragraph 5.4 for more 
details. Making use of a muhicast capable Transport Layer (OSI Layer 4) 
protocol such as the Xpress Transport Protocol (XTP), APIS simply joins a 
multicast group in order to produce or demand a specific APIS Message as 
specified by the ASU. 
Initially XTP was chosen as the Transport Layer protocol for APIS since it 
was designed with real-time systems in mind, minimising the protocol 
overhead and connection setup time as well as supporting reliable multicast 
connections (refer to paragraph 5.1.2). Due to several problems that were 
encountered with the version ofXTP available at the time (refer to chapter 6), 
XTP was removed from the network protocol stack for the second 
generation of APIS. It was then implemented direaly on the Data Link Layer 
(OSI Layer 2) using the muhicast services provided by the Logical Link 
Control (I.LC) protocol. 
To achieve real-time delivety of data and guaranteed Quality of Service (QOS) 












Interface (FDDI) LAN. The timed token protocol, synchronous transmission 
mode, bandwidth reservation and the coding schemes of FDDI to reduce 
packet errors, together with the very low Bit Error Rate (BER) of optical 
fibre, were some of the reasons for selecting this netwom technology as 
detailed in paragraph 5.1.1. Restricting the netwom to a laztl arM 1'II!tlWik was 
required in order to make use of the guarantees provided by the FDDI timed 
token protocol. Once the FDDI LAN is expanded by means of netwom 
routers, multiple tokens will exist on the various segments making it 
impossible to guarantee the arrival of a token within a prescribed deadline. 
Another important design decision taken to guarantee the real-time delivery 
of data and therefore QOS was to restrict the size of APIS Messages to 4 000 
bytes. The APIS QOS guar.mtee relies on a data message being delivered 
within one rotation of the FDDI token, which has a guaranteed upper bound. 
The payload of an FDDI frame is just larger than 4 COO bytes. Restricting the 
size of an APIS Message to this value eliminates the possibility of 
fragmentation and hence late delivery. 
QOS is thus guaranteed firstly by making use of the FDDI synchronous 
bandwidth allocation scheme to ensure that a producer of a high priority 
message never has to wait for netwom access. Secondly the maximum size of 
an APIS Message is chosen such that it is possible to deliver within one token 
rotation period, which has a guaranteed upper limit. 
The APIS protocol was implemented in c++ for the VxWozks real-time 
operating system. It was implemented as a group of independent tasks, 
executing simultaneously to provide all the functionality to the ASU. A local 
database on each node keeps track of the ASUs and APIS Messages that 
concern this node only. The Administra.tion Task is one of three types of 
tasks that execute as part of APIS on the node. It handles requests from the 
ASU to add or remove producers/consumers from the local database. A 












to the appropriate multicast group address. A group of Receive Tasks receive 
data from the LAN and delivers it to the appropriate consumers on this node. 
Paragraph 4.2 has a detailed explanation of each of these tasks and their 
interaction with the database. 
The local database that exists on each node only has records associated with 
the ASUs of that node. Since a pre-defined one-to-one mapping exists 
between APIS Message IDs and multicast group addresses, there is no need 
to distribute the database across the network. The only purpose of the 
database is to associate the ASUs of a node as producers or consumers of a 
particular APIS Message, i.e. a particular multicast group address. 
Priorities are assigned to the APIS Messages by ASUs when they register as 
producers creating the need for a priority based scheduler. The pre-emptive 
task scheduler of VxWotks is used to accomplish this. Each of the Send 
Tasks, there are eight in the current version of APIS, is assigned a different 
priority. High priority APIS Messages are then assigned to Send Tasks with 
correspondingly high priorities ensuring that they will be processed and 
delivered ahead of the lower priority messages. 
APIS was implemented on a Pentium based Single Board Computer (SBC) 
referred to as the Network Interface Card (NIC). The NIC was completely 
self-contained and ran the VxWotks executable, consisting of the APIS tasks 
and network protocols, from FLASH memory. The NIC has a Multibus II 
paralld backplane interface that was used to interface to the ASU. The ASU is 
implemented on a separate SBC that is entirely under the control of the 
system integrator. This rff.JXJSt arrhita:ture provides a heterogeneous distributed 
computing environment allowing the ASU's application to execute on its own 
processor under an operating system of its choice, preventing the host from 
impacting on the real-time processes of APIS and vice-versa. The off-host 












between the implementers responsible for the applications and those 
responsible for the network interface. 
1.3 Related Work 
Although this thesis only details the implementation and evaluation of a 
network middleware conceptualised by Young [52], a literature swvey was 
conducted to select components best suited to the task, and to set their 
parameters for optimwn perfonnance. 
A very good introduction to the requirements and traffic characteristics of 
distributed real-time applications was presented in a paper by Aras et al. [4]. 
Other papers that examine hard real-time communication characteristics were 
published by Malcolm and Zhao [27], Clingiroglu et al. [10] and Simon [42]. 
These papers provide a broad background to communication in general. 
The perfonnance of real-time distributed systems as a whole (not only 
focussing on network perfonnance) is discussed in two papers by Shin et al. 
[40] and [41], and also by Yen et al. [51] and Shankar [39]. 
Papers that deal with the issues of distributed real-time communication 
systems includes Chen et al. [7] who concludes that the transport layer plays a 
very important role in meeting message deadlines, Chlamtac et al. [9] who 
proves a worst case bound for FIFO-based networks, Feng et al. [13] who 
develops a method to test whether application-to-application message 
deadlines are met, and Zheng et al. [55] who addresses the issues of reliability 
when delivering messages within prespecified delay bounds. 
The two papers that introduce the timed token access protocol of FDDI and 
provide guidelines for setting TIR.T were published by Dykman and Bux [12] 
and Raj Jain [19]. Jain also published the FDDI Handbook [18]. In these works 
it was proved that the time elapsed between two consecutive visits of the 












was reported by AgrawaI et aI. [1]; the time elapsed between any 'V oonsecutive 
visits is bound by 'V x TIRT, and the worst-case achievable utilisation was 
shown to be almost 33% using synchronous bandwidth allocation. Extensive 
results on the guarantee of hard real-time messages with arbitrary deadlines in 
FDDI networks, the buffer management, and the study of guarantee 
probability were reported by Nicholas Malcolm et aI. in three papers [26], [28] 
and [29]. The properties of FDDI networks in general and its suitability 
towards real-time communication are also discussed in three more papers by 
Chen, Zhao et aI. [6] [8] [54]. Hamdaoui and Ramanathan [16] address the 
selection of timed token protocol parameters to guarantee message deadlines. 
Several papers have been published that address the allocation of 
synchronous capacity (bandwidth), also known as Synchronous Bandwidth 
Allocation (SBA). Chen et aI. [5] developed and analysed an optimal scheme 
to ensure the transmission of synchronous messages before their deadlines. 
Zhang et aI. [53] published an enhancement to this allocation scheme that also 
included an exact upper bound on the time between successive token arrivals. 
Others that analyse synchronous bandwidth allocation include Feng et aI. [14] 
and [15], Kamat et al. [20] and [21.], and Zheng and Shin [56]. 
Two papers that examine the features and functionality of XTP in relation to 
the requirements of distributed real-time systems were published by Strayer et 
aI. [43] and [45]. These papers conclude that the multicast capability and the 
internal priority operation of XTP will prove to be of critical importance to 
modem real-time distributed systems. Michel et al. [32] evaluated an Off-Host 
Communication architecture consisting of XTP and a VME backplane-bus, 
addressing the advantages and performance concerns inherit to off-host 
protocol execution. Other works relating to XTP were published by Atwood 
et aI. [3], Mechler et aI. [30] and de Rezzende et al. [37]. 
More specifically related to APIS is the White Paper on Real-Time 












implementation based on the Berkeley Sockets API [38], and NDSS: A Real-
Tune Publish-Subscribe Network [36]. APIS is significantly different from all 
three these technologies in that it allows for an Off-Host .Architecture 
implementation. 
1.4 Document Overview 
Chapter 2 introduces the concept of Message-Oriented Middleware. First 
there is an overview of real-time information characteristics and the network 
service models used to deal with them. We emphasise that APIS was designed 
to distribute real-time sif!1aJ information. This type of information is periodic 
in nature and very latency critical; it is better to lose one message and wait for 
the next update than to receive stale data Since multiple conswners could 
exist to receive the information it is best distributed by means of a multicast 
service. The APIS middleware uses multicasting technology to deliver signals 
(called APIS Messages) from multiple producers to multiple consumers 
without the need for the ASU to specify address information; only the APIS 
Message ID is significant. 
Chapter 3 defines the APIS middleware and the services it provide. It starts of 
with an overview of the IMS of which APIS fonns a part. The requirement 
specification for APIS is summarised, highlighting the distribution of 4 000 
byte messages within 5 ms latencies to multiple consumers simultaneously as 
the most important requirement. The design of the user interface is also 
discussed in order to describe the services that APIS provides to the ASU. 
Chapter 4 discusses the software architecture of APIS. The design objectives 
are identified and discussed under the following headings: Detenninistic Data 
Distribution, Off-Host Communication Architecture and Use of COTS 
Technology. The design of the local database and the three types of real-time 













Chapter 5 details the selection of software and hardware components and 
their integration into APIS. The selection of FDDI as the physical mediwn 
because of its timed token protocol and synchronous bandwidth reservation 
properties are discussed. We also address the selection of XIP as the 
Transport Layer Protocol and VxWotks as the real-time operating system. 
Chapter 6 lists some problems encountered and explains why a second 
implementation of APIS, without XIP, was considered. 
The main perfonnance requirement of APIS is the delivery of a 4 000 byte 
message within a latency of 5 ms. Hence in Chapter 7 we discuss how this 
requirement was tested for and present some measurement results both under 
no load and 80% network utilisation conditions. We also present a latency 
profile of an APIS Message transmission from which it is clear that the 
majority of the time (about 60%) is used to transfer the APIS message across 
the Multibus II interface to and from the ASU. 
In Chapter 8 we conclude that message-oriented middleware is well suited to 
the requirements of distributing signals in a real-time distributed system. It is 
also concluded that APIS, as an implementation of a real-time MOM, meets 
the requirements for message distribution within detenninistic latency 
bounds. 
While conducting this project, the candidate also authored the Interface 














2 REAL·TIME NETWORKMIDDLEWARE 
In this chapter we introduce the concept of network. middleware and 
specifically that of message-oriented middleware. We begin with an overview 
of real-time information characteristics, specifically that of sigr1als, which, as 
will be detailed below, is the category of information best suited for 
distribution via MOM We then consider the traditional network. service 
models that are CUlTently used to distribute information. Finally we discuss 
message-oriented middleware and APIS as an implementation of a mission 
critical real-time MOM 
2.1 Infonnation Characteristics 
Real-time distributed applications could have requirements for several types 
of information flows, each with vastly different characteristics and 
requirements. Pardo-Castellote, et al. [36] classifies four common types of 
information flow, which are discussed below: 
2.1.1 Signals 
Signals are unsolicited data messages containing measurements of 
quantities that change over time. They are usually updated repeatedly 
and may require delivery to more than one destination in the system. 
An example of signal data could be the wind speed and direction 
provided by an anemometer on a naval vessel; the latest signal data 
has to be distributed to both the Navigational Sub-System to plot a 
course and the Electronic Warfare Sub-Systems for ballistics 
calculations. Both sub-systems rely on receiving the latest information 
while it is still valid; receiving stale information could lead to a 












Signals are of partirular interest to us since the bulk of the 
infonnatton exchange in the Combat Suite Architecture, for which 
Young propo~ the APIS design, are of this type. 
Some properties of signals (partirularly as it applies to the Combat 
Suite Architecture) are: 
• Time-critical - Signals have a well defined time-to-live and are 
useless if the data is old (also referred to as stale data). 
• Idempotentl - Repeated updates are acceptable. Prrx.lua!rs may 
provide infonnation at a higher rate than Onumer need; 
furthennore, since a mission critical distributed architecture allows 
for multiple redundant sources, Onsumers may receive duplicate 
(idempotent) infonnatton. 
• Last-is-best - Latest information IS more important than 
retransmitting missed samples. 
• High bandwidth requirements - Due to the repetitive nature of 
signals, they require bandwidth resources directly proportional to 
the payload size and repetition rate of the signal. 
Aras et ale [1] describes this source of data as "a sen!Dr uJich Stt111Jies a 
physical qut1nIity to prrxja a digital ~. Moreover, three models are 
described that can approximate most of the sources of this nature: 
• Constant Bit Rate (CBR): Fixed-size packets at deterministic 
interva1s. Digitised voice would be and example of CBR signals. 
2 Idempotent: Relating to or being a mathematical quantity which when applied to itself 
under a given biruuy operation (as multiplication) equals itself. [Men:iam-Webster"s 












• Variable Bit Rate {VBR}: (on/off sources) The source 
alternates between a period in which fixed-size packets arrive with 
detenninistic spacing (CBR) and an idle period. This model can 
be used to describe signals produced by a 'mouse' or lrackball' 
device. 
• Periodic with Variable packet sizes: Each period, the source 
submits a single packet of variable length to the netwoIk This 
model best describe a stream of compressed video infonnation. 
The size of each 'frame' will val)' as the compression algorithm 
encodes and transmits the changes in the scene. 
2.1.2 Commands 
Commands are used to effect change in a system. It is paramoWlt to a 
mission-critical system that sequences of commands are delivered 
once and only once; the system cannot miss any intermediate steps or 
execute a step twice. The fi:re command sequence from the Tracker 
Radar Sub-System to the Weapons Control Unit of a naval vessel is a 
good example of a sequence of (very critical) commands and 
confinnations. 
Some properties of commands are: 
• Reliable - The system cannot lose any commands. 
• Sequential - The order of a sequence of commands must be 
preserved. 












• Often not time-critical - Since reliability is the prunary 
requirement for 0:nmarJs, systems often tolerate retransmission 
of connnands that could have impact on their latency. 
2.1.3 State Variables 
State Varialies reflects the overall state or goals of the distributed 
application On a naval vessel for example, it is important that every 
sub-system is aware of the current amb:tt state of the vessel, sub-
system responses to external infonnation could be quite different 
depending on this system-wide State Variable. In such a distributed 
system it is very important that at any instant, all sub-systems have the 
exact same value for a specific State Variable; slow propagation of a 
state change could result in a rta condition 
Pardo-Castellote, et ale refers to this type of infonnation flow as 
Status. We however prefer the tenn State Varialie to describe the 
application's system wide persistent data and use the teInl Status to 
refer to the current status of the netWorlt middleware. 
Some propertie  of State Variables are: 
• Persistent - State Variables usually persists for some time. 
• Idempotent - Repeated updates are acceptable. 
• Sometimes time-critical. 
• Sometimes reliable. 
2.1.4 Requests 
Requests imply a two-way transaction; the client sends the request and 












Some properties of requests are: 
• Reliable - 'The system cannot lose any requests. 
• Synchronous - If the client waits until the request is fulfiD.ed. 
• Asynchronous - If the client does not wait until the request is 
fulfilled. 
2.2 Network Service Models 
Due to the unique requirements of each Information Type discussed in 
paragraph 21, different Netu»rk Sen:ia MaiJ are used to implement each type 
in order to obtain optimal perfonnance. 'The following traditional models 
have been summarised from [52]: 
2.2.1 Connection Oriented 
An association between two endpoints is established to transfer the 
user data. Usually an acknowledged service, this 'li:rtual cittuit is useful 
for transferring reliable signa1s, commands or status type information 
between two previously established endpoints. 
2.2.2 Connectionless (Datagram) 
A datagram is a self-contained data entity. The absence of connection 
overhead makes it useful for transferring low latency signal type 
information. Usually this is an unacknowledged service model. 
2.2.3 Transaction 
In client-server architectures, nodes interact via transactions. 'The 
client initiates the transaction with a request, followed by a response 













'This service model allows all nodes on the network to receive the 
same infonnation simultaneously using a special broadcast address. 
Although it can be useful to distribute signal infonnation, many nodes 
will receive and discard this infonnation making it wasteful of 
processing power. Broadcast is an unreliable service. 
2.2.5 Multicast 
Multicast is a special case of broadcast where group-addresses are 
used to selectively deliver to a group of receivers. Multicast can be 
unreliable, partly reliable or completely reliable and is very useful in 
distributing signal type infonnation. 
2.3 Real-Time Attributes 
Thus far in this chapter we have described several types of Infonnation Flows 
as well as Network Service Models used during implementation. When 
implementing a network middleware for the distribution of data in a real-time 
distributed system, several real-time ttJ:J:riI:utes have to be considered. Young 
[52] offers a detailed study of these ttJ:J:riI:utes, a few of which are swnmarised 
below: 
2.3.1 Determinism 
The media access protocol is the key factor U1 establishing 
detenninistic behaviour in distributed systems. 
Distributed access schemes fall into two main categories, collision 
avoidance and token passing. Protocols such as Carrier Sense Multiple 














Two approaches to real-time responsiveness exists: 
A ~ approach is best suited where the external environment 
can be reasonably modelled. A time-triggered system is one that reacts 
to significant external events at pre-specified instants. 
An eu!J1t.~ approach is best suited where the external 
environment is essentially random. An event-triggered system is one 
that reacts to significant external events directly and immediately. 
Time-triggered. systems are generally implemented using a pre-
allocation of bandwidth, which is prone to saturation and collapse 
during an overload condition. Event-triggered systems on the other 
hand are able to deal with external events immediately and can handle 
further simultaneous unprioritised events with degraded performance. 
Such degradation can be made grtrtfol by properly prioritising the 
events in a system. 
2.3.3 Priority and Precedence 
Young relates priority and precedence as follows: "In mission-critical 
systems, of equal significance to time-related priority is the 
characteristic of functional criticality, i.e. the importance of a message 
in relation to system functionality [or pnurl:m!]." 
2.3.4 Latency and Jitter 
Aras et aI. [1] describe the distinguishing feature of real-time 
communication as "the fact that the value of the communication 
depends upon the times at which messages are successfully delivered 












A specific maximum delay or Iatxn:y bounds the desired delivery time 
for each message across the netwotX, resulting in a deadline being 
associated with each message. 
Just as the late anival of a message can greatly reduce its value to the 
real-time application, the early anival can also add to the complexity 
of the system, as it requires additional buffering at the receiver to 
achieve constant end-to-end latency. 
Delay jitter is defined as the maximum variation in delay latency 
experienced by messages in a single connection. 
Most real-time applications require a bound on jitter, in addition to a 
bound on the latency. 
In control systems jitter is a much stricter requirement than latency 
that can be compensated for as a constant delay in the control 
algorithm. 
Delays in computing algorithms are random due to data dependent 
conditional branches/loops and the unpredictable delays in sharing 
resources during execution. 
It is therefore important that an upper bound for message delivery is 
known. 
For a fixed sampling interval, Shin and Cui [41] classifies the negative 
effect of computing time delay on the stability of real-time control 
systems, into two problems. "The delay pro}ltm occurs when the 
computing time delay is nonzero but smaller than the sampling 
interval, while the loss pro}ltm occurs when the computing time delay is 













Their analysis modelled the computing time delay as a delay element 
in the control input after the DAC. Although their work assumed 
single processor architecture, a distributed system can be analysed, 
and the derived upper bounds can be applied, if one considers the 
computing delay to be the accumulated computing times of the 
various processors and the latency and jitter of the interconnecting 
network. 
2.4 Message..()riented Middleware 
Having discussed Information Types, Network Service Models and Real-
Time Attributes, we are now ready to introduce the concept of Message-
Oriented Middleware (MOM). 
Middleware, as the name suggests, aids to abstra.ct the complexities of the 
service models described in paragraph 2.2 into a higher-level service. Most of 
the time these same service models are used in combinations to provide a 
new service through a new Application Programming Interface (API). 
The traditional service models mentioned above, all require the sender to 
know the network address of the receiver and, in most cases, some kind of 
channel to be set up before data exchange can take place. 
Message-Oriented Middleware (MOM), on the other hand, focuses on the 
message rather than the channel set-up to deliver the message. From the 
applications viewpoint, the communication is inherently connectionless; in 
other words, the sending and receiving applications do not establish a session; 
the sending application sends the message to the MOM, which is responsible 
for delivering it to the receiving application or multiple applications. This type 
of middleware has also been referred to as a data driwn approach to dataflow 












In their Frequently Asked Questions (FAQ) [17], the International 
Middleware Association (IMW A) answers the question, "What is MOM?" as 
follows: 
"MOM is a sp«ific class if ~ (stfttmre) that operates m the 
pritr:iples if~passingand/or~  Ingneral, MOM 
is cbtracteri.r«J bj a peer-w-peer distril:uaJ ampding mxJel supporting 
bJtJJ ~ and ~ intertKtim h!Juan distril:uaJ 
ampding prrxmes. MOM ~ pmtides ¥ IeuJ senDs, muIti-
protxxd supfXlIt and oIher system ~ senDs, thereby ~ 
4J1. inftast:n«1ure to supfXlIt 'my rrJiaIie, scaIaJie and perfi:mnane-





PuJii.sh.Subst:riI£ MOM, also referred to as di.sseminatitn atthita:ture, is of 
particular interest when distributing signals in distributed systems, and 
therefore to APIS. Nodes may produce data into '=he netwotk' and consume 
data from '=he netwOlK.' at will. Producers and Consumers are anonymous; 
neither knows where the data goes or originates. Publish-Subscribe MOM 












2.5 APIS as Middleware 
APIS is intended as networlring middleware for distributed navigational, 
command-and-control, or plant automation type applications. In such 
applications, various sensors or signal sources provide input to redundant 
control processors, which in tum command large amounts of actuators or 
other output devices to form a digital closed loop control system. The bu1k of 
the information in such a system is of a latency-critical natw"e and falls into 
the sig1al category as discussed above. APIS is therefore concerned with the 
distribution of sigpttls from multiple sources to many destinations within hard 
real-time deadlines. 
The characteristics of publish-subscribe MOM as a specific class of 
middleware, set out in paragraph 2.4, is well suited to implement the services 
provided by APIS. In order to meet the requirement for message delivety 
within guaranteed deadlines, APIS must be implemented on a detenninistic 
operating system as a real-time MOM 
It is imperative that the underlying network topology be chosen to support 













3 APPLICATION INTERFACE SERVICES (APIS) 
In this chapter we provide an introduction to the Application Interface 
Services (APIS). We start with an overview of the Information Management 
System (IMS) of which APIS fonns a part. Next the requirement specification 
for APIS is summarised and the nomenclature of the APIS design is defined 
after which the design of the user interface is disrussed. 
3.1 IMS Overview 
The Information Management Systems (IMS) introduced in Chapter 1 is an 
all-encompassing network solution for real-time distributed systems providing 
services in four categories: 
• Application Interface Services (APIS) 
A publish-subscribe service is provided to sub-systems with the emphases 
on distributing latency critical data to other sub-systems without setting 
up network connections first. 
• Network Time Services (NTS) 
NTS is built on the well-known Network Tune Protocol (NTP), an 
Internet protocol optimised to keep the sub-systems synchronised to 
within sub-millisecond offsets. 
• File Transfer Services (FTS) 
Large data transfers from sub-systems to print servers or backup servers 












lower priority, allowing background file transfers to occur without 
interference to critical APIS data transfers. 
• Built-in Test Services (BITS) 
A comprehensive user-interface allows the sub-system to query the state 
of the IMS or messages in the IMS at all times. 
This thesis only addresses the implementation and evaluation of the APIS 
component of the IMS. The reader is referred to [52] for detailed descriptions 
of the other three components of the IMS. The short-form specifications for 
the IMS and its services, as published by C212 Systems, are included in 
Appendix A. 
3.2 APIS Requirements 
As already mentioned in Chapter 1, Young sets out the requirements for the 
IMS and APIS in his PhD Dissertation [52]. The short-form versions of 
these, as published by C212 Systems, are induded in Appendix A. 
Some of the requirements that have direct bearing on the implementation of 
APIS are discussed below: 
• Real-Time message delivery 
The single most important requirement is the maximum latency of 5 ms 
for delivery of data messages (signals) of up to 4 000 bytes in size. This 
requirement is the primary consideration when selecting all the 
components for the APIS implementation. In order to meet this 
requirement the chosen network architecture, both the physical layers and 
the logical protocol stack, needs to be of a high-speed detenninistic 
nature. The chosen operating system must also be of a real-time nature, 












• Multiple Producers and Consumers 
Another important requirement of APIS stipulates that multiple sub-
systems shall be able to receive messages produced by any other sub-
system, all within the specified latency. This requirement clearly eliminates 
the unicast connection oriented transport protocols in favour of a 
multicast protocol that delivers the message to all receivers at once; it 
would be impossible to meet the latency deadline by delivering the 
message sequentially via multiple virtual circuits. 
• Heterogeneous sub-system support 
Supporting various host platfonns can be achieved in one of two ways. 
Either implement the APIS middleware for each of the required 
combinations of hardware platfonn and operating system, or employ off-
host architecture in which a backplane bus interconnects the host 
processor to the intelligent network card hosting the APIS middleware. 
Such architecture allows sub-systems contractors to implement their 
applications on many different hardware platfonns while still using the 
same hardware for the network middleware. In a distributed system where 
different contractors often implement sub-systems, the extr.l cost of off-
host network architecture is more often than not justified by the 
advantages of separating the two processes. 
3.3 APIS Nomenclature 
A number of concepts are fundamental to the way in which the APIS 
architecture operates. 'The following tenns are used to describe the APIS 












3.3.1 APIS Message 
Applications communicate by sending user-defined APIS Messages, 
identified only by a user-provided APIS Messag! /D. There is no need 
for users to specify computer addresses, routes, port numbers, etc. 
The data contained in one APIS Message can be as large as 
4 000 bytes3. 
3.3.2 APIS Message ID 
A unique Message ID identifies an APIS Message on the LAN. 
Four fields, each 16 bits in size, are provided for the user to name and 
categorise messages. A wildcard value of zero can be used in any of 
the fields to refer to a sub-set of messages. This mechanism allows the 
user to classify messages by typ!, sub-typ! and itItntifier (all user defined) 
as required by the specific distributed system implementation. 
For instance, a certain distributed system defines the fourth field of 
the Message ID to reflect a certain class of event, and also defines an 
event type ALARM to be equal to 4. An APIS Message ID of 0:0:0:4 
then refers to all messages in the system that report ALARM 
conditions. 
The Message ID is a convenient identifier assigned by the system 
developer and is unrelated to either the sending or the receiving sub-
system of the data Message. 
3 The limit of 4 000 bytes stems from the size of the data segment of an FDDI frame e.g. 
4 478 bytes. FDDI guarantees the arrival of a frame in synchronous mode to be :s: 
2 x TIRT. A value for the TIRT can thus be selected to ensure that an FDDI frame, and 












3.3.3 APIS Producer 
An APIS Services User (ASU) registers with APIS as a Producer to 
pJJish information that is useful to other ASUs on the system. The 
Producer has no knowledge of the end-users of the data, only the 
system-wide unique APIS Message ID is specified. 
The Producer suppJies information regarding the size and repetition 
interval of the data, this information is used to allocate resoW'CeS and 
guard against over-utilisation of the network. 
Upon registration the Producer also assigns a priority to each APIS 
Message ID that will be produced. This is a local priority only that will 
detennine the scheduling of messages onto the LAN when multiple 
message streams are being produces. APIS supports a total of eight 
priority levels at present. 
3.3.4 APIS Consumer 
An ASU registers with APIS as a Consumer to submhe to information 
produced by other ASUs on the system. The Consumer has no 
knowledge of the originator of the data, only the system-wile unique 
APIS Message ID is ~pecified. 
The Consumer specifies a window during which no messages should 
be delivered; this dettd-time guards against a fast producer overrunning 
a slow consumer. 
3.4 The APIS User Interface 
The design of the user interface or the AppJication Programming Interface 
(API) is a very important one since it offers the only interaction between the 
user's application and the network. The design of the API has to be of such a 












ambiguity, Just as 11ll~ is tho:: ability of the API to m:lkc 1vWilie the 
f~3lW'CS of the nc.u.m middlcwarr withoo.c dt-grading any fwx:tionality Of 
perf~ offered by underlying protocols. 
1M APIS sub-sylUm Itv:~rf:oce CoouoI Docummt (APIS ICD), included in 
Appffldix C, defmes a set of I1ll'SSOge ~~ fOf' communic:atioo bnwten 
APIS and rn" sub-system 1ppl1c.oLiM, :oIso ~f=ed 10 u the Applialion 
Servia: User (ASU), This ~ of primitives can be illlpkmented as function 
calls in a software I.J.br.uy or, in me ase of off-host archit«'(U~, as 1 set of 
mcsgges to be sent across Ihe brlpl;me bus. 
A concise dcscri~on of Ihe ASl/'s interaction with APIS uSing IMse 
primitives is prt:SClltcd (refer 10 Figure I below), followed by ~ short 
description of c:lCh message, 
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Figure l. APIS· ASU Inlmaion diagnm 
Figure I :01$0 ilh&~ how I~ ASUs would use the NTS servia !ha lhe 











3.4.1 Concept of Operation 
As mentioned above, the set of primitives that defines the APIS API 
can either be implemented as a software library of function, or as a set 
of Protocol Data Units (PDUs) when off-host architecture is 
deployed. The PDUs define communication only between the ASU's 
application and the APIS middleware; they should not be mistaken 
for APIS Messages, which are the data carrying entities between a 
producing and consuming ASU. In fact, the producing and 
consuming ASUs use these API primitives to configure the APIS 
middleware, enabling the flow of APIS Messages between them. 
To keep the discussion of the API architecture-independent, we shall 
refer only to prirniJ:iu5 and their associated ptzrt1f11f!Jers. Details of 
implementing the API primitives as a set of PDUs for the Multibus II 
architecture, as well as a VxWorks message queue implementation are 
provided in Appendix C. 
The use of each API primitive in a typical message exchange session 
is discussed below. A more detailed description of each primitive 
follows in paragraph 3.4.2. 
Follow ng a cold or wann start of a sub-system processor host, a once 
only APIS _ INIT primitive is issued by the ASU to APIS. This allows 
APIS to initialise its database in respect of that host. 
Before an ASU can make use of the services that APIS provides, it 
must register with APIS. This registration is required for 
authentication and resource allocation An ASU registers with APIS 
utilising the APIS _ OPEN primitive. 
In order to transmit APIS Messages into the network, the producing 












and also provide, in the fonn of parameters, the APIS Message ID for 
the message it wants to produce as well as the message size and 
indented repetition rate. APIS will use this infonnation to allocate 
bandwidth for this message stream. 
Similarly, to receive APIS Messages from the network, the consuming 
ASU must demand it from APIS by using the APIS _ DEMAND 
primitive. Once again, only the APIS Message ID is supplied as a 
parameter; the ASU does not specify the source or destination of any 
of these messages. APIS will detennine the destination and source 
addresses for each message that is registered. 
To distribute a message into the network, the producing ASU uses the 
APIS _SEND _ MSG primitive. To deliver the messages from the 
Network to the consuming ASU, APIS uses the 
APIS _RECEIVE _ MSG primitive. 
An ASU can dynamically register and deregister APIS Messages by 
using the APIS _PRODUCE, APIS _DEMAND, APIS _REMOVE_ 
PRODUCE and APIS _REMOVE_DEMAND primitives. 
When an ASU issues the APIS _CLOSE primitive, all the messages 
tr.msferred to and from it will be removed from the network. 
A unique APIS Message ID identifies a message on the lAN. APIS 
interprets the Message ID as a nwnber consisting of four 16-bit fields. 
The System Contractor can allocate meaning to any field in the 
Message ID without effecting the operation of the APIS. 
The only APIS requirement is that the Message ID uniquely identifies 












3.4.2 Message Primitives 
The following APIS API primitives are defined in the APIS ICD: 
• APIS INIT 
This API primitive assists APIS with database administnttion. It 
allows for the removal of all ASU infonnation linked to the ASU 
host that issued the primitive as well as freeing associated unused 
memory buffers. This primitive should only be issued once per 
ASU host after start-up. 
• APIS OPEN 
This API primitive provides for the registration of the application 
with APIS as a potential ASU. It allows for the bi-directional 
identification of ASUs with APIS, through the exchanging of 
Application IDs and Application Service Access Point (ASAP) 
descriptors. This primitive has no bearing on the network portion 
of the middleware; it only authenticates the ASU and creates a 
database entry. 
• APIS CLOSE 
This API primitive provides for the closure of the ASAP, 
removing the ASU from the APIS database. 
• APIS PRODUCE 
This API primitive registers an APIS Message with APIS for 
transmission. APIS captures the parameters supplied by the ASU 
when this primitive is issued in the local database. This 
infonnation includes the size and repetition rate of the message, 












Message ID which is used to derive a multicast group address for 
the transmission of this particular message stream. Once the 
multicast group address has been detennined, APIS issues a call 
to the transport layer protocol to open a socket and create a new 
multicast group using this address. It also announces, by means of 
a network broadcast, the creation of this new group to all NICs 
on the network. H a demand for this APIS Message ID had been 
registered with any NIC on the network prior to the creation of 
this multicast group, that NIC will issue a call to its transport layer 
to p;n this group after receiving the broadcast announcement. 
• APIS DEMAND 
This API primitive registers an APIS Message with APIS for 
reception. As with the APIS_PRODUCE message, the 
parameters supplied by the ASU when this primitive is issued is 
also captw-ed in the local database. APIS will use the supplied 
Message ID to derive the address of the multicast group 
associated with this Message ID. Once the multicast group 
address has been detennined, it issues a call to the transport layer 
protocol to open a socket and p;n this group. Messages from all 
ASUs that registered to produce this partirular message will now 
be received on this connection, and can be delivered to the ASU 
using the APIS _RECEIVE _ MSG primitive. 
• APIS REMOVE PRODUCE - -
This API primitive provides for the removal of an APIS Message 
ID that has previously been registered using the 












• APIS REMOVE DEMAND - -
This API primitive provides for the removal of APIS Message 10 
that has previously been registered using the APIS _DEMAND 
primitive, from APIS. 
• APIS SEND MSG - -
This API primitive allows for the transmission of an APIS 
Message from the pmJucing ASU to other ASUs on the netwotK 
that are registered to demand that particular message. 
Upon this primitive being issued, APIS will query the local 
database with the ASAP (provided as a parameter for 
authentication) of the sending ASU and the Message 10 of the 
message being sent. It will then verify that this particular ASU has 
requested bandwidth for transmission of this APIS Message with 
the APIS _PRODUCE primitive, and that the size of the data is 
not greater than that specified at registration. This veri:.6.cation 
process is necessary to prevent over utilisation of the network. It 
will then issue a call to the transport layer protocol to transmit this 
message via the socket, created during the processing of the 
APIS_PRODUCE primitive, to the multicast group associated 
with his particular APIS Message 10. 
This API primitive allows for the received APIS Message to be 
delivered to the ~ ASU. This is not a request made by the 
ASU, but an event generated by the APIS. 
Once APIS receives data from one of the multicast groups that 












primitives, it queries the local database and delivers the APIS 













4 APIS ARCHITECTURE AND DESIGN 
In Chapter 2 we discussed the charaaeristics of real-time infonnation and in 
Chapter 3 we addressed the requirements set out for the APIS Publish-
Subscribe MOM In this chapter we use that information to derive some 
design objectives. We also discuss the choice of architecture to meet these 
objectives. 
4.1 Design Objectives 
Drawing from the requirements listed for APIS in paragraph 3.2, three 
cardinal objectives for the design and implementation of APIS are derived: 
4.1.1 Deterministic: Data (Signal) Distribution 
The first arc:hitectural consideration for all components chosen to 
design and implement APIS is the requirement to provide 
deterministic data distribution. In the context of APIS, detenninistic 
data distribution refers to application-to-application delivety of APIS 
Messages, up to a maximum of 4 000 bytes in size, within 5 ms. 
All components in the data path should be responsive enough to 
guarantee timely delivety of the APIS Message. Critical component in 
the data path include: 
• Physical Medium (Network Hardware) 
The line speed of the physical networ.k hardware ultimately 
bounds the maximum perfonnance that any application can 
achieve. For example, traditional 10Mbps Ethernet can transmit 1 












transmit time alone accumulates to nearly 4ms. This latency is 
insufficient in meeting the deadline of 5ms if one still has to 
consider the overhead of the protocol stack and copying of the 
message to and from the network hardware. Clearly a technology 
employing at least 100 Mbps line speed, such as Fast Ethernet or 
FDDlisrequired. 
• Protocol Stack (Network Software) 
A 'light weight' protocol is required to encode and transport the 
data. Such a protocol should add the minimum of overhead to the 
data, both in size, i.e. small protocol headers, and processing 
complexity, i.e. the use of non-complex integrity checks. 
Moreover, the implementation of the protocol should be 
streamlined to process the data with the minimum of processing 
cycles. 
• APIS Middleware 
The APIS Middleware associates the APIS Message IDs, which 
the ASUs use to describe the data, with the partirular multicast 
associations used to deliver the data across the network. In 
addition to this, it also authenticates users and data every time a 
data message is sent. 
• User API 
In the case of off-host architecture, data messages have to be 
passed between the ASU and APIS across a backplane bus. The 
design of the user interface or API becomes important in 












Apart from the detenninism required, the distribution of data in a 
many-to-many architecture also implies that multicast services be 
provided to the micldleware by the Transport Layer of the chosen 
network stack. 
4.1.2 Off-Host Communication Architecture 
Network protocols that are implemented by means of software all 
require some degree of protocol processing. In ifflx>st architectw-e the 
network interface is provided with its own processing capability, 
relieving the sub-system host of this task and enhancing its 
perfonnance significantly. In the same way the ifflx>st architectw-e also 
guarantees that the non-protocol processing of the sub-system host 
does not interfere with the deadline critical scheduling required for 
real-time message flow. 
The separation of the distributed application and the network 
micldleware onto different processors, does not only create a well 
defined contractual boundary between implementers, but also enables 
a heterogeneous distributed system to access a totally homogeneous 
LAN. A IJetetUjJ!l1lDlS architecture is preferred by the distributed 
system, allowing sub-systems implemented under various operating 
systems on a large variety of hardware, to interface via the LAN. A 
~ LAN architecture is preferred to ensure that all equipment 
interfacing directly omo the LAN media do not jeopardise critical 
message latencies. 
Moreover, in a latency-critical network application, the priority design 
of user-tasks and network-tasks executing on the same processor, will 
be extremely complex, especially if different sub-contractors 












Figw-e 2 shows several APIS Service User (ASU) applications 
conmnmicating via Netwom Interface Cards (NICs) using Off-Host 
architecture. 
ASU 




Figure 2. Off-Host Architecture 
4.1.3 Use of COTS Technology 
In order for the system to be affordable, Commercial Off-The-Shelf 
(COTS) components should be used. This also implies that an opn 
systems architecture is adopted to ensure that these components 
confonn to an acceptable standard, ie. they are non-proprietary. 
4.2 Architectural Overview 












a. To distribute data from local producers to remote conswners across 
the network. 
h. To receive data from remote producers via the network and deliver it 
to local consumers. 
c. To associate producers and conswners of data with each other and 
maintain multicast associations for the transport of data in a manner 
that is transparent to the producers and consumers. 
In order to achieve the above functionality, APIS is implemented as a 
collection of concurrent processes. Assigning each function to an individual 
processes rather than one process with many functions, allows us to prioritise 
functions relative to each other. It also provides modularity, which allows us 
to design and test the rniddleware in smaller, more manageable software units. 
A local database is maintained on each of the APIS nodes to keep track of 
producers, consumers and the messages they have registered. 1bis database is 
referenced each time an APIS Message is transmitted and received to translate 
its APIS Message ID to a multicast network address. Since the database is a 
shared resource among t all the processes of APIS, its access routines should 
be -re-mtrant and tre:Id·safo to avoid corruption of data records during 
simultaneous access attempts. 
Drawing from the previous two paragraphs it is evident that an operating 
system that employs a pre-emptive, real-time scheduler as well as mechanisms 
to facilitate real-time access to a local database, is essential in meeting the 
requirements of APIS (refer to Figure 3 for an architectural overview). 
In the next two paragraphs we shall discuss the architecture of the concurrent 

















Figure 3. APIS Architecture 
4.2.1 Real-Time Database Access 
Two tables comprise the local database for all messages registered on 
the NIe. The first is named the Local Prr:xWJ Talie (LP1), containing 
information about produrers registered on this NIC and the messages 
they prcxluce. The second is the LocallJenarKJ T aIie (I.D1), containing 
the information of the consumers registered on this NIC and the 
messages they demand. 
The database tables are implemented by means of linked lists from 












The APIS Database is shared amongst all the tasks that comprise 
APIS; it is therefore necessary to protect it with a record locking 
mechanism such as a semaphore. Once a semaphore is used to share 
a resource between tasks of different priorities, there is a chance that 
priority inrersim. might occur. Priority inversion is the condition where a 
task. of lower priority can, under a certain set of cirrumstances, 
indefinitely deny a task. of higher priority access to a shared resource. 
Some real-time operating systems provide a special set of semaphores 
(VxWorks calls them "mutual exclusion semaphores") with priority 
inheritance protocol to prevent such an occurrence. 
4.2.2 Real-Time Scheduled Tasks 
As previously indicated, APIS is architectw"ed as a group of 
conrurrent processes, or tasks in the tenninology of VxWorks. 
Apart from separating the sending, receiving and administrating 
functionalities into separate tasks, APIS also employ tasks of different 
priorities to allow the user to assign a relative priority to messages 
when sending. Eight Send Tasks, each with an associated message 
queue to buffer incoming data while the others are sending, are used 
to realise this prioritisation of messages. Since the scheduler schedules 
the tasks based on their priorities, this strategy effectively removes the 
need to implement an additional message scheduler; the RTOS 
interrupts the processing of a lower priority message as soon as a 
higher priority message arrives. 
In addition to the eight Send Tasks, there are also several R~ Tasks 
and an AdministratiU! Task. 
Once again it is emphasised that this architecture relies heavily on the 












real-time task scheduler is paramount to meet the requirements 
specified for APIS. 
• Send Tasks 
Tasks that receive a data message from the producer via the user 
interface, validates the producer as registered and passes it to the 
physical network media via the Transport Protocol. The List of 
Produced Messages will have an entry for this message containing 
the valid producers as well as the Transport Layer context 
infonnation. Several Send Tasks may operate simultaneously. In 
the present design there are eight Send Tasks, one for each 
message priority that APIS supports. 
• Receive Tasks 
Tasks that receive a data message via the Transport Protocol and 
dispatch it to all the consumers that are registered on this NIC to 
receive this message, via the user interface. The List of Demanded 
Messages on this NIC will have an entry for this message, with 
subsequent entries for all the consumers to which APIS should 
deliver this message. Several of these Receive Tasks may operate 
simultaneously. 
• Admin Task 
A task that receives control messages from the producers and 
consumers via the user interface. Control messages are used to 
register/de-register producers for sending a particular message or 
consumers to receive a particular message. Only one Admin 













5 APIS INFRASTRUCTURE 
In the previous chapters the architecture of the APIS middleware was 
outlined as a collection of software modules or tasks that collaborate to 
distribute data between producers and consumers. To meet this goal, the 
software modules must be implemented on a platform that supports the 
requirements of APIS both in terms of the operating system and the 
processor hardware. The infrastructure required by APIS i cludes a pre-
emptive scheduler in the operating system to allow tasks to respond in real-
time to service requests from the users, as well as a very responsive 
commw1ication protocol stack along with associated netwom hardware and 
device drivers. 
In this chapter we disruss the software components selected to support the 
APIS middleware. We also address certain details regarding implementation 
and integration of these components. 
5.1 Selecting COTS Components 
As outlined in paragraph 4.1.3, one of the design objectives was to use 
commercial off-the-shelf components wherever possible. This prompted us 
to consider existing protocols and technologies rather than design our own 
proprietary ones. 
The most important software luiJding, Ila:ks to consider for the 
implementation of APIS are the operating system and the communication 
stack. Our definition for the communication stack includes both the higher 
layer protocols that interface to APIS, i.e. the Transport Layer, as well as the 
lower layers such as the media access control (MAC) layer that is usually 












The ~..utics :md perf~ of w cornrnwUc.t.on suck and dJt 
o!",nUng $)'Stml will d..'lermine to what aim! MIS wiJI br abl~ to rnm the 
required dc.1dlines in rnessagr drJj,'fl}'. 
The .sek<rion of "ach of wx componcru and their "ffra on the-
prrfo= of MIS are discussed below: 
S.l . l Medi.a Acc~u Control. 
J\ccording to Feng [Ill w timclirrss of fIJtSUV cklivery by a 
aetwOrk middleware sud! ~ APIS, depends on the nnwM topology, 
medi~ xcess control (MAq protocol, runbc:r of nodH III !he 
nt'twork, and the setting of various nt'twork p.vwnetrn. AD of Wte 
issucs haw br.'n addressed WM the focus on gu.vanlering messag" 
deadlines by a SCt of ANSI and ISO 5UnIhrds for fihTe optic 
networks, the Fibre DiStributed Doon [ntertx" (FOOl). The FOOl 
sund.J.rds :are dcfulCd for the Physie&l Layer (L..;ytr I) :md the MAC 
sub-llyff, the lowcr portion of the D~a link l..Iyer (Layer 2), of the 
ISOIOSI ~fercllCl! model for network ptOIoco[l, F~ 4. 
3 NetwOl1\ 
2 Oala Unk 
1 Physical 
Fi~ 4. 1ht ~\"en Layrrs of the [SO/ OSI ~fer~ model and their 











The ten most important properties of FOOl, as detailed by Jain [18], 
and their relevance to APIS are summarised below: 
• High Bandwidth 
FOOl provides a bandwidth of 100 Mbps. Even though APIS is 
designed primarily as a low latency LAN and not a high 
throughput LAN, the high available bandwidth has an impact on 
the access time and responsiveness of the LAN and hence also on 
the message delivery latency. 
• Long Interstation Distance 
Multimode4 fibres connecting two nodes are limited to a length of 
2 km. With single-modes fibres, distances as long as 60 km can be 
reached depending on the quality of the fibre. 
Multimode fibres were selected for our implementation since 
nodes in a process control plant or computer consoles on a ship 
are usually in close proximity. There is also a substantial cost 
saving involved when using multimode fibre. 
• Large Extent 
While most other network's cable lengths are limited to less than 
10 km, FOOl allows up to 200 km of fibre or, equivalently, 
lOOkm of two-fibre cable. 
4 Multimode fibre is so termed due to the multiple modes of light propagation within the 
optical media. The default fibre size is an internal diameter of 62,5 pm and external 
diameter of 125 pm. An LED source with a wavelength of 1300 run is used as the 
transmitter. 
S Single-mode fibre is so termed due to the single mode of light propagation within the 
optical media. The default fibre size is an internal diameter of 8,7 pm and external diameter 












Although this was not an important consideration for the current 
implementation of APIS onboard a sea-going vessel, it would be 
valuable when implementing a distributed system on land that 
might include several off-site locations. 
• Large Number of Nodes 
FDDI allows up to 500 stations on a single network. Unlike some 
other networks where efficienc.y decreases significantly as the 
number of nodes that share the medium is increased, the timed 
token ring access method of FDDI does not show a significant 
decrease in efficienc.y. Since it is not a 'carrier sense multiple 
access' technology, every additional node in the ring only effects 
the time it takes for the token to rotate through the ring by a small 
'token processing' time, in the order of 1J.1S per node. 
• Real-Time Traffic 
FDDI guarantees a bound on the waiting time to obtain a usable 
token. This service class, called synthrrnms smia, is suitable for 
real-time applications, in which it is important that certain 
messages get through even during times of heavy load. 
Since the maximum time to obtain a usable token is bound and 
since this time is a function of the FDDI ring parameters (refer to 
paragraph 5.5.1), the FDDI ring parameters can be chosen to 
make the network as responsive as needed. APIS uses this feature 
to guarantee delivery of a message within its deadline. 
• Reserved Bandwidth 
In addition to bounded access time, the synchronous service of 












allows APIS to reserve a timeslot in every token rotation in order 
to deliver messages in real-time even when high network traffic is 
present. 
• High Availability 
Availability refers to the percentage of time the network is usable. 
FDDI uses a number of automatic fauk recovery mechanisms, 
which allow the network to come back up quickly after a failure. 
An important featw'e of FDDI is its distributed nature. All 
algorithms are distributed in the sense that the control of the ring 
is not centralised. When any component fails, other components 
can reorganise and continue to function. This includes fault 
recovery, clock. synchronisation, token initialisation, and topology 
control 
These fault tolerant features make FDDI a good candidate for 
deploying APIS in a mission critical situation. 
• High Reliability 
Reliability here refers to the error rates in the network whil.e it is 
operating. In general, the error rates of fibre are lower than those 
of copper cables of equivalent length. In addition, the coding 
scheme6 and the cyclic redundancy mechanisms that FDDI use 
result in the detection of most errors. The undetected error rate is 
in the order of 10-20 or less. 
6 A 4b/5b code is used along with nnetIIm to zeIO inuMlJ (NRZI) encoding. This 
combination provides for error protection, control symbols to relay line state infonnation, 












• High Security 
Fibre provides a secure mediwn because it is not possible to read 
or change optical signals without physical disruption. 
• Noise Immunity 
Fibre is not susceptible nor does it emit electromagnetic 
interference, providing a noise-free mediwn for comnmnication. 
This feature is partirularly important for the naval implementation 
of APIS where cable runs will pass through noisy engine and 
generator rooms etc. onboard the ship. 
The feature set listed above indicates that FDDI is a good candidate 
for implementing APIS in a real-time mission critical environment. 
FDDI was selected for the APIS implementation not only for its high 
bandwidth and its property of a bounded access time, but also for its 
dual-redundant ring architecture. The bounded access time provides a 
necessary condition to guarantee real-time deadlines. The dual-
redundant ring architecture allows continuous real-time service even 
under some failure conditions. 
Over the years FDDI has been selected for various other embedded 
distributed real-time applications. For example, as the backbone 
network for NASA's Space Station Freedom. FDDI has also been 
adopted by the U.S. Navy's Next Generation Computer Resource 
Program, as part of its Survivable Adaptable Fibre Optic Embedded 
Network (SAFENE1) [47]. 
The network interface card selected is a PMC FDDI adapter from 
OF Systems, refer to Appendix B for a short-fonn specification. It is 












AMD. The MAC and physical layer protocols are implemented in 
hardware on this chipset. A PCI bus interface is used to connect the 
MAC layer to the higher-level communication stack protocols by 
means of DMA memory. 
5.1.2 Transport Protocol 
The task of the Transport Protocol is to provide reliable host-to-host 
communication for use by the higher-level protocols [46]. In general 
the Transport Protocol provides features such as: flow control, error 
control, delivery priority, unicasting/ multicasting and parametric 
addressing. 
The APIS software modules use the Transport Protocol to distribute 
the data between nodes on the FODI ring. In the previous chapters it 
was established that APIS would need a transport protocol that could 
not only provide multicasting capabilities, but is also very responsive 
in handling the data with a minimal protocol overhead. 
The Xpress Transport Protocol (XTP) [44150] is a high perfonnance 
ISO OSI Transport Layer protocol. Developed under co-ordination 
of the XTP Fonun, it draws extensively from a number of earlier 
experimental transport protocols developed to meet real-time 
requirements [50]. It has received considerable support from the US 
Navy and is specified as the real-time transport protocol for the 
Survivable Adaptable Fibre Optic Embedded Network (SAFENE1) 
standards suite. 
XTP was chosen mainly because of its multicast capability and user-
defined flexibility but also because it was "explicitJy desip:i for ¥ 












Mentat Inc. [31.] implemented the version of XTP used for APIS. 
This version is based on the UNIX S1REAMS network interface. 
5.1.3 Real-Time Operating Systems (RTOS) 
Network protocols implemented in software can only perfonn as well 
as the underlying operating system allows. In such an environment 
where network protocols are implemented as a collection of interrupt 
service routines and independent processor tasks, scheduling policy of 
the tasks is the key factor that detennines perfonnance. Adherence to 
industty standard operating system interfaces is also vital when 
combining COTS software components from different sources. 
The VxWorks Real-Time Operating Systems [49] from WInd River 
Systems was chosen mainly because it meets the following 
requirement: 
• High-Perfonnance Real-Time Multitasking Kernel 
The highly efficient micro kernel architecture is scalable from 
deeply embedded applications to complex distributed systems. 
• Pre-emptive Task Scheduling 
VxWorks provides round robin as well as pre-emptive task 
scheduling. Building APIS on top of a pre-emptive task scheduler 
allows implementation of a middleware that is responsive to 
message priorities assigned by the user. Pre-emptive scheduling 
allows execution of higher priority task to interrupt and defer the 
execution of lower priority tasks. APIS uses this feature to give 
preference to higher priority APIS Messages by assigning them to 












By implementing a flat memory mOOel and executing tasks as 
threads in a globally shared memory environment, VxWorks can 
guarantee very low and detenninistic interrupt latencies and 
context switching latencies between tasks. 
• Real-Time Extensions 
VxWorks adheres to the POSIX lOO3.1b Real-Tune Extensions 
standard. Thread-safe version of message queues, signals, memory 
management and semaphores with priority inheritance are 
provided for controlling critical system resources. 
These features are vital to the implementation of the local 
database on each APIS node that requires real-time access from 
multiple tasks. 
• STREAMS Networking Support 
XIP from Mentat Inc., which was selected as the transport 
protocol for APIS, uses the STREAMS framework for 
interconnecting the various layers of network protocol software. 
Thus, an important feature of VxWorks was its support for 
STREAMS as an optional mOOule. 
• Advanced Development Environment 
The VxWorks development environment entitled Tornado 
provided a set of debugging, diagnostic and analysis tools 












5.2 Integrating COTS Components 
Although this thesis focuses on the design and implementation of the APIS 
MOM, it is worthwhile recording the effort that was required to establish the 
infrastructure needed by APIS: 
1. An FDDI network driver was not avaiIable at the time for the VxWorks 
RTOS. The source code for a STREAMS version of the driver for the 
SCO operating system had to be purchased and ported to VxWorks. 
2. An FDDI network card was not available in the PMC fonnat at the time. 
The hardware design for a PCI version of the card had to be purchased 
and re-engineered to the PMC standard. This work included the layout 
and manufacture of a multi-layer PC board to the IEEE PMC 
specification. 
3. Mentat XTP was not available for VxWorks at the time. The XTP source 
code for the Sun Solaris operating system had to be purchased and ported 
to VxWorks. 
5.3 Target Platfonn 
The chosen target platfonn is an Intel Pentium-based SBC with a Multibus II 
Panilld Backplane Bus (PBB) and a PMC slot to host an FDDI card. 
The Multibus II PBB is used to interface the ASU's application, running on a 
similar SBC in another slot in the card cage, to APIS. All communication 
between APIS and the ASU is via the Multibus II PBB. 
An advantage of using MBII technology as the ASU interface is that it uses 
message-passing architecture instead of shared-memory architecture as 
implemented by VME or CompactPCL It is thus much simpler to implement 













Mc.ssage ~sing rffecrivdy ~ rnporuibility of u~1y deIi,"ery of the 
nJe$sage to APIS;IS WOIl.>S IN: ASU flJ5lJ W mr~ oruOth., PBB. 
Figure 5 iU~ t"" seltction of die componmu chosen for the 
implementation. Frorn the figure it is cb:- th» the ASU, on OOt Soc, will 
communiClle with AJ'ts, 00 another SBC, via the MulLibus II PBB and the 
Mllh:ibus JJ Transport Prowc:oI. M IS in tum will COfIlIlJLIIlicut with othtr 
MIS nOlks on the FOOl LAN via tilt XTP m FODI protOCOls. 
2 Oata Unk MBII MBII 
FOOl 
1 Physical 
FOOl LAN Backplane-bus 
Figurl' 5. APIS Implrnwnt3tion usmg xn> and FOOl 
5.4 Multk:ast Group r.bn:agement 
To moWuw conneaivity and timely delivery to multipk ~ M IS 
ffllploys mukiasting tcdlll%ry. AI'IS .>Ssigns ~ M.:wgr 10 tlut IS 
prodw:d or g)nsun..,d by:lJ\ ASU, to a uruque multi~ group~. nus 
design ~ m.lbies AI'IS to simply pin the multil"llSt &tOIlP auoci=.:l 
wih a pWrul.ar Mes&Ig~ 10 ""hen a consunttr regiSle,., the denund m lau 












Assigning a ~ muJUc:.. VOOp addl'HS tONCh M~;&ge ID illso lilllits the 
amounr. of kxod on the network stack by filtering unwanled n!=ses at :UI 
early 5l;&ge i.e :II: the D:IlJ. Link Layrr (D~ or mon. specifiC'.ll1y tn.. Medi~ 
Accns CoruoI (MAq sub-layer. l1U$ would ncx "" lhe = if a broadcast 
type 0Iddrns were used; f~! .. ring would lh.:n only l'lke pl~ at In.. Trmspon: 
t.,w. 
23 bits Mapped 
23 bits Usable 
f-igwe 6. APIS MC$S;&g<: lOs, Om 0 IP:md IEEE MAC Addresses 
The Cbss 0 If' -addm.s Sp.>Ce. used for ~ tr.u:wni.uions, occupies the 
t2r1ge from 22:<4.0.0.0 10 239.255.255.255. ~ 0 addrrsses 'IT'' bound to 
MAC addresses on a LAN differmt!y Uun CLss A, B, or C uniast addr~sc:s. 
A urticu: IP addrC$S IS c:xpbcidy bound 10 a MAC address; in COnlt:lSl a 
Cl&u 0 addusl is autornxically mapped to a MAC mukic.lSl address by a 
simple pitxt<!\n. A MAC 1;l)'tT multic>st address is <tS bits (6 bytes) lOll!;. of 
';I.tuch the 25 high-orda- bits COnl.lln a fix«l identific:r (O I·QO-5E-OO). le:ning 
only 23 sitnifi~ bits. A C1tu D LP address, on the othet- hand, is 32 bits 
(<4 byu~s) long of ",'hich 28 bits are sit;nifiQlu. Tht: mapping ~ simply 












of the MAC oIddre:s$, leaving 5 bits unmapped. Thus 2' or 32 Cbss D IP 
ad~ exist for every MAC address [33]. 
APIS relies on e:ach M~"l;e 10 being mapped to a unique MAC address in 
order to reduct' traffic lo;u:l on the netwotk suck; for this =on only the low-
order 16 bits of a CW .. 0 !P ill'ess :l!'e usM to m~p 2" uni~ APIS 
Mess~~e IDs. A I,. .. hin~ funaion is uSt:d to map the user-assigned 64 bit 
APIS Message 10 to a 16 bit ''''uethat is used to oonsrrua the lddress. 
Fig.= 6 ;llUSU'.Iles the rel .. tionmip belw~n a MAC multK-.>.5t address, ... O-.ss 
D IP ~ and an APIS Message [D. 
5.5 Guar:anteeiflg Message Dl':I.dl ines 
Fibre Disuilnned Dar.! Imerface (FDDQ is a set of =dards de"'doped by 
the Am...-1mr. N.no,w Standards Institute's (ANSQ Accred.ir.ed Star\dards 
Commin~ (ASC) Task Gto.Jp XJT9.5 [IS] 
In order to gmramee th~t the deadlines of synchronous mesuges are met 
when wing 1-'001, network p .... rnrl:= such .os the synchronous ~idwicIth, 
,he JaCget token rttatiOfl time. and It", buffer size mUSI bt chosen arrlully 
[28~ Each of th~wilI bt, discussed btlow. 
FDOI uses l rmo:i wkm access method to sh:ue ti>r medium amongst stations. 
lbis access method is different from the tnditiorul tokm ring access method 
in that the time t.ken to Ir.l.vei around the ring. the Target Rotation Time 
(TKI). is .lCCUraleiy IDe.lSUred by each station and is usM 10 d<'l=nine the 
medU :access oppol1unity upon to~n .mval. In other words, elch tillle a 
n~ receives the tokcn it ciJcubtes how much dat::o it c:uJ lr.l.flmUt before it 











FOOl :allows IWO lypeS of tr..ffic: synchronous :usc! asynchronous. 
Synchronous tr..fflC consists of dcl"l'.~ruiti,·t tr:dr.c, .. ·hich neah 10 be 
Ir.msm.itted ",·ithin a ceruin tuDe irnervaI. Tht asynchronous lram~ consists of 
d:ll~ r~cketS tlul em SUSl.m some reasorublt cid"l' :and is generally 
throughput sensitive in the ~~ th;.. higher throughput (bytes per sn:ond) is 
morc import,ml dun the Lime ~ by lhe bits to lra\'d over thr nnwork. 
5.5.1 Performance Parameters 
AU sutions on tho:- fN'{Work nnut nq;oWit .md ~ on tilt value of 
the T~et Tokro Rotaion TIITr (ITR1), it is thr kq nm.'O!'k 
p.ar.uneter W I 1fferu pnform.mct [1'1). Each SI..oon ~ tht 
TRT, the lime since II Wt r-ea,,"«i the token. On a tokm :.mv.! it 
oompuw ~ T argct Holding TIllY (IHfJ, tht diflerenu bet"'etn the 
"1'111.1' md TRT. A SI:Ilion CMltr ... smi SYIlCWOnous tnffic whfflever 
it rteri,'cs ~ tokn, oI.S)l11dtronous tnffi~ ~ID hi, trmsmhed only if 
lHT IS posM.e, 
Tht gulCkl;~ for sening TfR1' ~ $ct 0Ul in I ]'1] as foil"""$: 
1. Tht TRT tan hi, as 10", as Z)( TIRT. Thus syndu-onOO5 SI"..uons 
should $ct TfRT to h.!f of the reqwred ~tJ(m mlrrv.!. 
2. TfR1' Wluld allow for .. least one m.uumwn size frame along 












Tckn T 1It'Ie, for II bytes. il O,COOS8 ms 
ThU$; 1TRT ~!SA + 0,42 ms 
To achicvc ~ ];uency of leu t/wi 5 nu for OUT rutrI"IU APIS 
~ppliC2lion, the TTRT w~ chosen ~ 2 It\$, 'Ibis v.tlu.e aUows DiA 10 
be :<11= 1,5 n\S or 18 7SO."es during ea<:h lRT, 
At rht cho~ 1TRT the efficiency.uxl mmnlunl ;Ktt:SS dd.ly CUI be 
cakul;nro;! from lhe fonnulas derived in [19] as f~ 
Efficicncy . n(1TRT - D_) 
"rfRT+D_ 
50(2 - 0,(6017) -50><2 .. 0.060 17 
.96.93~. 
Ma't~dctay .. (II- I)n'RT + 2D_ 
.. (SO-I)>< 2 .. 2 >< 0.06017 
'"' 98 m$ 
The cak:ubtcd If\.lXIfraJ[JI access dd;zy 1$ \~ tune that an 
asynchrollOlU ~ may!u.ve 10 wail for !.AN acreS! under heavy 
~'ork load conditioru, Tbe alUSS lime of synchronous m~agcs is, 
of course, twice the TTRT,or4 IllS in our~. 
5.5.2 Synchronous Bandwidlh AlloC3tion 
I'referemi.tl tnffic in FDDI ;s known as synchronous tnffic. A node 
may InnsnUi synduunous Wu ~ the Ickn is tKti,·td; 
~synchronous d.lu m'l)' only be ~ <lIlCe $)'J\Chrooous doIIa 












u";umnission is complete on condition th:u. the nrr has nO! apir...d 
:IS expJ.lined ~bove. 
Since there is only ~ limited :unoum of synchronous bandwidth 
,.vail~bll' (cakul.n...d ,.bo,~ for OOT case as 1,; ms or IS 7;0 bytes per 
1Rl), nO<b h~ve to request b.o.ndwidth from ~ designat...d node 
known as the Synchronous Bandwidth Allocator (SBA). The SBA 
function~ity is implemento:d..os pm of the FOOl driver software. 
A problem exists with the SBA m tim it does nOl re<llly reserve ~ 
portion of the ~V'.ubble bandwidth as the n;ome suggests, but rnhtt 
guu.ll1lee5 ~ I~ slot in ~~ TRT dw1ng which the node will ~ ;ol,le 
to access the lAN. The valllt' of lRT vmes with Ihe ~ on the 
UN making il difficult 10 c.J!ruI~le, in .. :1.\-=, the ponion of nn 
needed 10 reserve ~ cen~n percentlgl' of the tou! bandwidth. V<ll'iow 
a1Jocnion schemes h~\'e been suggesr...d to overoome thi~ problem. 
In order to guvantet> Ute real-time deliv.-ry of messages, APIS 
illoc.nes time for all high priority messages to be transmitted during 
e;ICh TRT. Althoogh this allocation Kheme is W';I.S(cful, it ensures Ihn 
b~h i, ~..,.a,ble for t~ wor<:t c-.><e .... hen :ill high priority 
mess.tges are trammined simultaneously. 
;.5.3 Buffer Allocation 
Each APIS node has buffers for incoming;md outgoing synchronous 
m~e5. MeM.tge los.! C:l.n occur if ~ buffer dl.ll: is to ;:null 
overflows. On the other hand, buffers thu are tOO Inge are W:l.$teful 
of memory. 
There is :In added complexity 011 the receiving side in Uut the 
processor must be ~b1e to keep pace with the incoming messages to 












M~m and Zhao [18} pr(wl" liua !h .. muimwn ~ kngth is 
indepmden &om 11'iI!'$I!; .. ~ llnlirivdy om would expect 
Ih..n bry ~f,I.!;l" d...dfinr,s mighl I«d 10 buffers o,'er&wing. 
fiow"''er it is proved u.:. this is nOl. uu .. when synchronow 
bandwQh is a11oc:oted. Th.-y show tha m.. siu of the buffer net'd b.-
oo more dun the si7 ... of the synduunous ~~ mukiplied by !he 
upp.-r bound on the nwnbl.'rof ~sages waiting to b.- trmsmitted. 
Si~ the largest message size ~ by M IS is mtriaed to 
.. OC(I bytes, and due 10 !he large amount of memory lvailo1ble on the 
dlosert h~'~ pI;nfonn, it w~ decided 10 ~w for buffers of ten 












6 LlMITATlONSOP MENTAr5xn> 
During I~ implen>r'nt:n:ion of APIS, it 1J.ocm, .. ~lIt th~t the X1T' 
implcmenwtioll obt.>ino:d from MenUl 1m:. wos not .weqU.l1C in allowing 
APIS to meet its requircmMts. It W<lS decided to remove XIP from t]u, 
~work protocol Sl;u:k until a mo~ advanced impIememmon b .. came 
avaiLble. 
Wnhout a transport ].Iyer, APIS now nun;oges Lhc <lSsoc:iations betwffil 
producers wd COll >UJllcr$ wd ordy ~s the 'raw' mulT.ic.SI services provided 
by Logical Link Comrol (LLC) 'sub' laye!"<.If ~ 051 D~a Link L.yer. 
The limiUl;Olls that were observo:d and their impact On the ~rformma of 
ArIS = di';CU~ bdow: 
6.1 Lack of Unacknowledged Multicast SCTVice 
To implerncrn the J~tmC)'<ritk.U distribution of signals. it was intendeO to ~ 
the U~xuJ4:rI MII/titmr Smm, SmaJ:o, as defaned in the X1T' 
$p«ilicllion [50~ UnfonUJUtely M= Inc. 's implemmt:llion of XTP at the 
tim .. ordy providetl the Reli.J.k Multio= Strnnl Smu. 
The U'141nx"'r~1 MulOOl.'J: Stmm Scmt-cis an..!ogous to the UDP/IP service 
wOOe 110 connection is set up bt-tweftl t~ sending and rrceivillg pMt)'. "file 
RJi"UI! J,f,,/tio= Sirenl Selva, Oil the ()(her hand, is analogous to the 
connection oriented TCJ>/IP servia. It ensures that a mess~ge is deJj""red, in 
the case of a lost message a re{rmsmission would 0<.:CW", pmelltially 
jeopmlising the l.v;ellC)' of all subscqumt messages in that srrc-.un. This is not 












rni.I;~ ~ dn:. 'n/uc In h\'QUI" of ~\;n, the no;t one on lime " 
preferred. Reief"tothe pioperm.s of 1't".lI-time signals in ~ 2. 1.1. 
AItbough \I.·e ... ~ impIfttltrltill!; MIS on ~ very low BER (2,5 x la",){18] 
fibre lAN, the dwJcr, did exi51 th ... ~ 1051 Illt$S;lge oould bt- r«nnsrnin~ 
therd:>y missint: iu <bdIine. 
6.2 I'ile D escriptor Limit 
A IIlOU serious u:ait of the XTP implemenution pernining to file descriptor~ 
~:.Iso obsuved Sine.: the Men\2\ Inc. implemem:ltion of XTP w.u gen.d 
IOW:rnls reliable multi=ing. ~ stp.lnle UNIX network STREAM w.u 
alkX:;1t«l for every mull;CoIoSt group a.uoci:ttion, mjUiring I unique fiJe 
descriptor from the oprnIIingsy5lem fOT e;>eh. !\PIS :allow, up to 2" differml 
Meuage IDs to be registeT.d; VxWoriu, on the other hand, :IS I re;a].tiJnI, 
ernbeddWle kernel, only :allows I nuximum of 250 open file tJescriptoo II a 
time to oonserve reSOUn:e5 and response time. 
The tmplement:.aion of the ~ Mult1a« Silftnl Sme, Iud ;t b«rt 
~v;u];d,Ie. would have requir.d ~ UNIX 11et" .. oOo; STREAM and file 
descnptor- to srnd messages to dtfferem: nwltic.u!: groups Ww::e thtre are no 
oonntaions betw~ produa:r$ and consumers :at the lraIISpon byer. A 
K<Dnrls UNIX n<{'II.uit SlREt\M and file descnpwr would be ~ 10 
m:e:lve mewges from differem: muIuc::aR: groups when they ~ '/Dined' (XTP 
t~) by doing a 'bind' (UNIX YXktu Imninolot;y) for ~ery address 
to the urne reaivinij K>d<ct. In this wzy, fWO file dt-.soipiors rouId Iuve bttn 
used to impkmmt the b.uic !>.PIS services. 
The b.q;e nUll1ber of fik ~ptors m:JUir.d by the XTP impl~t;llion and 
11$ I..ck of $UppOn for the, wucknowJedged multicw: service, lero us to 
remove XTJ'> fronl the nct"-ork !UCk. .IS;ll\ u.enm lY)I'.uure. APIS W:I.I then 












Data Link Layer, which provides basic services to transmit and receive from 
nmlticast groups. 
It was also argued that the 4B/SB-encoding scheme and the FrtJ111e Cbrk 
Sequena! (FCS) used by FDDI eliminated the need for additional error 
checking by an advanced transport layer protocol such as XTP. 
Figure 7 illustnttes the implementation of APIS without the XTP layer. 
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7 PERFORMANCE MEASUREMENTS 
The APIS middleware was implemented on a 200 MHz Pentium-based single 
board computer (SBC), referred to as the NIC, using message passing on a 
Multibus II backplane as the interface to the user. The test application was 
implemented on a second, similar, SBC referred to as the ASU. In total four 
SBCs were used to obtain the measurements for the preliminaty results 
reported in this thesis. One pair of SBCs constituted a Producer ASU and a 
NIC, while a second pair constituted a Conswner ASU and a NIC. 
After these initial tests were completed the APIS project entered a 
qualification and test phase, which is outside the scope of this thesis. During 
that phase, the APIS hardware and software successfully complied with the 
requirements set by our client, the SA Navy, as the real-time data bus 
proposed for their Combat Suite program. 
Two techniques were used to obtain latency measurements reported here: 
• The relative time between events occurring on the same SBC were 
measured using a timer provided by the Pentium processor 
architecture. The timer increments at the rate of the processor's clock 
(200 MHz) and can be read with a few simple assembler language 
instructions with little impact on the perfonnance of the existing 
source code. Using this timer, timestamps were taken at various 
points in the software 'data path' to obtain a latency profile of an 
APIS Message. 
• Events that occurred on separate SBCs, i.e. the start of a message 
transmission on the Producer ASU and the reception of it on the 












ports of the SBCs at various points in the source code. VxWorks 
allows direct access to the registers of the serial port devices, enabling 
us to effect change of the RTS and DlR pins with simple read and 
write instructions. The signals were monitored on a digital 
oscilloscope and logic analyser to calculate offsets. 
7.1 End-to-End Latency Measurements 
The latencies depicted in Figure 8 represent the end-t~nd message transfer 
latencies between two test applications for messages up to 4 000 bytes long. 
Each measurement includes the latency of a Multibus II transfer, validation 
and processing in APIS and the processing latency of the network stack on 
each of the two NICs, as well as the FDDI transfer between them. 
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Figure 8. APIS Latency vs. Message Size (Log Scale) 
Measurements were taken both on an unloaded FDDI ring as well as during 












When testing the system under load conditions, we need to consider both 
nduork htd and stack htd. Network Load refers to the absolute traffic load 
measured on the FDDI ring itself. Because of the nature of the FDDI timed 
token protocol, nodes using the syrJ.nrnais sene have guaranteed access to 
the LAN, minimising the affect that the overall network load has on the data 
being sent from such a node. Stack Load refers to the traffic load measured 
on each individual node's protocol stack and is limited by the throughput of 
the network card as well as the amowtt of processor cycles available to send 
and receive the data. 
The 80% network load consisted of a 12 Mbitl s (12%) data transfer between 
the two ASU's in order to load the network stack of each NIe, as well as an 
additiona168 Mbitl s (68%) load created by an separate traffic generating tooL 
For the unloaded case, latencies were also measures for 1, 2, 5, 10 and 20 
bytes of data per message. The graph shows that the latencies measured for all 
messages of 100 bytes or smaller are nearly equal. This constant (minimum) 
latency for small messages can be contributed to the packet header of 33 
bytes added to all APIS messages on the network. For larger messages, the 
overhead of the packet header becomes insignificant and the relationship 
between message size and transfer latency becomes more-or-Iess linear as can 























Latency vs Message Size 
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Figure 9. APIS Latency vs. Message Size (Linear Scale) 
Under heavy load it is observed that although the average transfer latency 
remains directly proportional to the message size, the maximum latency (or 
jitter) measured for each message size is not a function of the message size 
but rather tends towards a constant maximum value. For example, the 
1000 byte message has an average latency of 1,7ms but a maximum jitter value 
of 3,8ms. It shows that when the network is under load, the time to gain 
access to the network becomes more significant than the time it takes to 
output the bytes onto the media. 'This is the expected behaviour for FDDI 
and bounds on the access time were calculated in paragraph 5.5.1. For our 
implementation, the TIRT was chosen as 2 ms to limit the maximum FDDI 
access time to 4 ms. 'This allows for 1 ms of processing time to meet a 
delivery deadline to the application of no more than 5 ms. The worst case 
application to application latency recorded over the test period was 4,8 ms, 












7.2 Latency Profde of an APIS Message 
The source code was modified to toggle serial port pins when sending and 
receiving APIS Messages and monitored with a logic analyser to capture the 
latency profile of an APIS message transfer. Figure 10 is an image that was 
captured from the logic analyser for a 4 000 byte message transfer. Appendix 
E contains additional screen shots that were captured during these tests. 
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Figure 10. Logic Analyser Screencapture of a latency profile 
Figure 11 depicts the timeline of a message delivery in APIS. The figure also 
indicates which events occurred on the Producer ASU, the Producer NIe, the 
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Figure 11. Latency Timeline 
The events on the timeline correspond to the first transitions on each of the 
traces (trace numbers follows event numbers in parentheses) of Figure 10. 
The events are described below: 
A: (Trace 0) The Producer ASU starts to transmit the message via Multibus. 
B: (Trace 1) APIS finishes receiving the message via Multibus and starts 
processing the message. 
c: (Trace 2) APIS starts copying the message to the FDDI driver. 
D: (Trace 5) Traces 3, 4 and 5 are bits of a hardware register on the 
SupeiNet 3 FDDI chipset that indicate the status of the FDDI protocol 
processor. When the bit that is monitored on trace 5 is set, it indicates 
that a valid token has been received 
E: (Trace 4) When the register bit monitored by trace 4 is set, it indicates 
that the token is being released, implying that all synchronous data has 
been sent onto the LAN. 













G: (Trace 8) APIS starts the Multibus transfer of the message to the 
Consumer ASU. 
H (Trace 9) The Consumer ASU received the message, signifying the end of 
the Multibus transfer as well as the end of the APIS message transfer. 
The relative times between events are also indicated on the timeline and are 
labelled as follows: 
T MInX: The time required to transmit the message via the Multibus from the 
Producer ASU to the Producer NIe. 
TAl: The time required by APIS to quety the database in order to validate 
the Producer ASU as well as retrieve routing information for this 
message. 
T wr: The time that APIS had to wait for a valid token to become available 
in order to send the message onto the LAN. 
T IDOl: The time required to transmit the message onto the physical media. 
T JNT: The time since the transmission ends and the FDDI driver indicate to 
APIS that a message was received. 
T A2: The time required by APIS to quety the database to locate the local 
Consumer ASUs for this message. 
T MBRX: The time required to transmit the message via the Multibus from the 
Consumer NIe to the Consumer ASU. 
Figure 12 shows a breakdown of the latencies that comprise a single APIS 
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In this thesis we investigated the suitability of sharing information in a 
distributed system by making use of APIS, the real-time message-oriented 
middleware proposed by Young in his PhD thesis, and the feasibility of 
implementing APIS by means of COTS software components only. 
To a large extent the information in a real-time distributed control system can 
be categorised as being of the repetitive sigpal variety. These signals are 
latency-critical and therefore not necessarily always reliable; it is better to lose 
one message and wait for its next update than to receive stale data. It is 
concluded that the properties of Publish-Subsaibe MOM, as utilised in the 
APIS architecture, are well suited to distributing these signals within a real-
time distributed system. 
The results have shown that such. a system can be implemented by means of 
the l..lntcknouJs:J Multimst StmJm .s'enU provided by XTP, or the raw 
multicast service provided by lLC. 
The results of latency tests suggest that the synchronous data transfer 
provided by the timed token protocol of FDDI is well suited to this type of 
service. An upper bound can be placed on the message transfer latency by 
selecting an appropriate TIRT. 
The off-host architecture of the APIS design was found favourable in 
providing a homogeneous LAN in a heterogeneous distributed system as well 
as protecting latency critical network processes from user implemented host 
applications. Unfortunately this off-host architecture is also the biggest 












therefore suggested that alternative backplane technologies such as VME or 
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eorM\II1ications a-chiteaure suppcm many-to-many eonneclio!1s lOhicli is best sut\ed to distributed. lime-aitical 
infO)"TlHlion /low. The 1"15 allows fIIXIes on IIle network kl produce an(! cons.me (!ata on fie physical r.etwato; arM! 
_ _ .."...1 
)) 
funcdO!ll 
Tr1iIlrer CQ<ll roi 0111 
Application mt8lfilOO S/wvices (APIS) 
Xpress TranspQf\ Praocol (XTP) 
In\emet Pfob:ol (IP) 
IEEE 802.2 Data Link Layer (OLl) 
ISO FOOl Mll.C Layer 
!1Il"" 
provio:les d"i$tributed eomrcj 01 the !I!lIWIrt. The IMS 
manages !he i!oCMII data traJlSOO between mxles on 
!he netwolt. Each node Oy!\ilmicaUy registers witl1ll& 
iMS and 1heI1 becomes iI prodocer andlor OQr\Sumer 
until dereg4stralion 
The IMS handles tne multicast>ng 01 ai data M !he 
netwcr!l, lI1ereby aIIow'o1g 'lirtual rllks 10 be setup 
beIweeo lI1e nodes Cf1 !he IIIItwat. This adulectura 
Is symmelrlo;, rObuS! to ctIanges and !aiures and is very 
"'""",,1. 
The IMS communications architecture dil!ers 
sqn'rfjeantl)' from Ihti lXter .oo'rf-/o-p:Ikn (e.g, TCP) 
and clfenr-s6MIf (e,g, RPC) II(dliwctll'ti$. These 
archirlcturtlS SIllIer from comJllel connection and enOl' 













Fotr» ~ I1'Iroug/Ilr/otmIJIion TteMotlg~ 
• Information Management System 
Trllnsf ... Bylll 0.. 
• fie Tr¥ISfer SeMces (ns) 
• User D3Iagram f'MlCd (UDP) 
Nttwork TIme Sefvices 
Netwat T_ ProICiOO (NlP) 
• Netwoll S~aIIClI1 SeMces 
• P;1Cl(etT~ 
NIIw«k frlInlgemtnl s.t'vlcn 
1JuiIt-ln 1M! 8er'llces (BITS) 
o LAN Adaplers 
• caIe P'-n 
Simpil NeI'M:rIr. Ma'IalemMI Protctd ISNMP V2.0} 
~ Informatb1 B_ 
Maol9ld ~ert 
MInagIrf;j Af:!pjicalm 
Gr~ ~ld1ine ~a1aca 
o,.. .... -Asslstecl TIOUbIe-~. tJ.!Ii,:eo. oce and ReconIiguratQ'l 
ClbII Plant 
62,5I1m / 1251n1 ~ fIlre CJbIe Plane 
DIUl-Reclundant &r.d¥d 
au.a-R~~ 
0pbcII Bypass SIMtchtt 
r nri Co\.IpiIr'q lJrIiIt 
''''-
• CrIICiII VJIuII ~ ~ 
~ Packal Prkrity 
• fOOl SyrdIronow ModI 
• S~i-nOiI(Q b"'_,;·"', I4ot .... 
• Em SIiItIon Supoon .... _-
SAFEHET·Cor,1PIitit 
R"gged". FOOl Ca~' __ i (ST) 
Rugged mftan oo:aIIIr OBS ~~~iiICICI_ 
eopp. Ueall (a>Dt) ()pIIN 
<: 950 I's cncI-IHnd IaenI;.y (e 200 byw "" .. ages) 
~ 15101bts-1 tr6-Io«'d ~ (. ~ OOC' b')_IMSS..,l 
<: 2!lllls ~ synctnJl.iIiDn ~ (2 (I) 















fotrx, ~ ~ ~ 1fIchnoIogye 
AjlIllc.m lnIertace Strvices lAPIS) is a'I exte'l!ed proSe nel\flllrt ~ protCICd deYgned k:r tne ext:h.-.ge 
of I'lfoTna6on be~ t..ncbooIl)'-lidepsllclel( a;i\O&aIicI6 i lWjDiUd n I disIributeclrell-1nI f)'S.m. 
APIS a:n:.epIJaly enc:otI1D8$Ses !.3y1n 510 7 oItne ISO OS! Rele ... a: Moc!ei ancI lIO 1'I..r .. billow 10 Layw . !he 
Transport La)'ef ¥.d lbow II t.eApplica:m ServIOII Servio! (ASU) Mim WlI1OII1IIIIy be I eoI~. MIWOIted, 
softwam applca6on. 
The ASU is a producer ¥WJJor eonsu~ of data of diliellWII trpes. 0Il0l rypes Ire ~necI by WI ASU IdminisrillD'l 
alllhorlt1. as ~ 01 the I'IeMak system design an:! eadI data !!'PIl1s asctibed I IDQIIf iden!itcB:IOn code or Me'Stigie 
Identiller The APIS protocol es:atCshe6 till! roecesstrf ~ c:hemeIt bet e, • .a.SOs by I8gIIIIMg IItId 
rna\CJWIg tlJejr prOO!l:er!I and consumers. LAN dataftow ... \!IefeIcre be deterl!Wllld IIy IMI dill ty~ of !.SLI Ii ~ 
n! oot by predelIDed ASU addressl!$. 
Th$ dilla-dri'ml approach to da~ lIlIWlagement ~ IIIqIef IeYei 01 ~ IllWlIhe ~-'dfessecl­
pooI·b-addI'essed·pont faclPlies pvmed by gonBflIl PtXpose LAN 1lI01OCdl The OCjediYe of,.. ~ il lO ~ 
ASU COIMVIicaWn and contigUfajon logic, thereby decoupl'fJ;j system design from neIWI:rt desql 
Principles 01 Opefitlon 
The II'I\rI1SI(: operatir;rI of APIS IaGlIires a number of specifie services from lf1e lOwer Is)'tl' prOIOOOIs These .. broedeIIt 
reliable rrurtieasl and IIIJllicast glOUp rna'lagemenL 
Mmsage das.siliciltion ch¥adenses each ITIIIssagI! by type, luO-l'Ipe aro:I id6'l\Jlier (10), ~'II"~ .. grouper:! by type 
am 5;J~lype aro:Il-"<IlIe/y identifi«! by Message 10. Sud1 clauifJcmn Is made an the basis 01 OI'rOItI (i.a. pmlucs) rill 
~ ca'.8!ID'Y (II." contacl.lifgel.l'IaVIgalion data, eIl:). 
Proc!tx:erS ani aJflSOOWS reg~ wi\!I tIeir 0I0¥I'l (Icc .. ) APIS Mich ldentlfles \hem 10 Ihe .",tem by II1II_ of an APIS 
broadcast. The $1;11(1$ (/, all producers a"Id _min III filii mlllnta1necl ., ~ local SIiIIus table wnlcr1 it upda\eCI 
periodIcaI!y as WIll. ill aach SI\Il'II!calt statllS event. The IIgIIregatll d ttrs processlll"Mde$ II distrlbUtl!id , 1'IIiIIII-1ime, 
~ l!\iI'IagII!Iiioeo~ . 












to Application Interface Services 
cr 
Systems 
FOICI ~ throug/I JnbmstlOfl lKt.dJgy<' 
When a COIISLI'neI reQWl!S a message ~ regislm ill requlrtme!1l ~ ,e, demaflds 1M message) Inc! APIS sets ~ III 
~.-.emaI mechanisms a'ld control mesu~ 10 en$lll'elhM!he prodkQr ~ IhIt mesuge 
fu! ues'li'1I' IrlenUficabDn scheme is deSigl'llld In S\t;, I ~ iIS tQ t<lWOM wildcM!i~ WlIdcarolng Is defiled IS gfl:lllP 
~~ by meillIS of aodress 1olItl&etI, TlIJs grOJpl ~ produ(:ers II!Id COf'I5OO1&11 can be acawed US If\1' geoen:: 
iIdd~ ~. APIS empIc:ys '!IrikIcaJdlng 10 II'IIW\3ll& prod<.r;ti;ln arid COIISOOIpIion 01 tIIIIlSages, boll! ~ 'lid.....,. 
• well JS by group (type) and $ij~roup (sotl-type) IVk card demand arld IimiIed ~ldcard prodlD arallQt. SIJ~ 
as APIS !leMCe CI;lIIOOS. 
APIS em~ mullicasl al1d nUticast group l1WIo1IJemDI1t to rIIIIIIgII pll)dUCIion.xl co~n of -mages. A 
PrD:IIK:ef uses reliable IIlJtoc:asI to transmil to al Coos\J\1J1S requnng • ps.rtioJIar mess.ag.e. CorIs.urn&' groups, ll'idudlng 
11M! joining and Ieavl~ of groups after stranup are ~aged by mul':icasl group ~la:::iI~", 
Perlorma/lCe 
< 60 ~ APIS layer transition « 200 bytB (TI!S!:ages) 
< %0 UIJ erld·to-efld tathrq « 200 byte fT'leSSlJe$) 
~ 15 Mb/Is. , end-tHIrd thfol.o;!hcM [4 000 Me mes'ages) 
APIS!Applicatlon Int • .ae. 


















Foia ~ IhfW,JIIlnIonnebon T~: 
.. Network Time Services 
EIfICII s)Stem lynCloruslilkln D~ means of • NelWOtt nr .. ~ (NTP) 
• PrQ\o1Oes Ir!IeStampng 01 ~, 
-- -- ---
lloat Procenor Card Network Interrace Card 
FODI LAN 
ApplicilHon 
Oespue tile I'll'" petIormance avaitaOle ill !lie Io<oo;er !ayers (( !ne LAN proIiIIe, ne!WCJtecl systems call sbl su'Ier Worn 
trans!ef ~:eoq and Jrter \..alerI;y a'ld Jner are pI~I" as tJey may lead tl instalJily 1'1 ~red tOrCr'Cf ~1lMlS 
However. me en ~ 'iUSl1qUnd by the eoIabo:nIt've dI$triIlo.I!ed a/gclf$mS can be su!loent d ac:a.na:e tmng 
of tre dat.1 saITlI*S ~ De re<:<:wered. Rea-lime SysIen\S Iherefore reqOllffl serw::es ffom \tie f'Ie!WOrII wnr.:n ClIW:I'T1I~ 
me prOblems oIla1ency and. rmes~ a/data by tie ~. l.UliI actllfaMnetwort.lIme oen...ed from NTP 
3Ilows IIlXlIlIume< IIIlecG'1Struct altai ttning b'f'deIe!muliroJ toe agee oIlI\e daIa 











II> Network Time Services 
Pftnclpln of Operation 
e12 
Sys/rms 
Fcxr:e MuJ!pIicMion IIIm:O'I !i1kInnatM fechB::tIog)""" 
NW ul QemeoIlS ImiI'IIi medlanitmt be:"" een .. ,.nIdoalJog kJb-SYSlelm ()VfIf IhI ne!loQ1c TlIe proIocoI doeS nOl rely 
on N III::a.rac:y of lilt dodo: of I sing" pNr, blJt taI1ler IIIlemOIS to lind tre masl 8CQ.l1lo1I! urns so~rce avkllllll to II. 
EICtI nocIt IIIIInlilmlllloeIi dock 10 ~ bms values IfId to synclVttlisl with II ~ dodo:s on me ne!WCrl.. NTP 
IJ'OYicIei tIaSit ~ IIIdIIS synctOl'li$.alio and *ne5la1lping to Nl'S HTS in un ptOVidM uS8r·eve!1Ime 
serw;es 10 IIle ""*,,MII 
~ "'" s.mees arklw I user Ie obtaiI tile Cut1'el11 dod!: at!d an Indir::IlIon all!Ie accuracy Inc! quality CJI!IIe ~a/ue 
NTS ean pn:Mde sync;iIronisati()f'l ~. oath W1h moec1 :0 callnclilr ~me (i e.1IbSOhJ1I! vme) IS weI as re am bme 
moM" tistrQjled clocks Fa" manydisl!ibWJd~. ott, reabW tlme 5y~!ion is requir&Cl . ForCMa:n 
""~"'I$ .• g ,~ot remoIII ..ayoIIOn !leI'lCeS, cRndat Ime Sync:I\ronIsanon IS tequred. 
-- "",,, 
ERn 2 ... ' ' .'Dna f<rQ:n"" Ityo Qri "'" 
NQIII True dott oI!seI bit"", .. me sr:I!wIn c:Iocb ot fIIIIO r~MIII,'iChil"led _ III FDOI-'I (1'691 
UI'1OieS ,title HIrde t'Ie'Y 16 MCOI'dS) 
NTs/AppIlcation Inc-rf_ 
Ttle hlleO u 10 tITS is defined tr,1I'III tAoww", HM;e JeQI.oIISt$ 
.co _"""'" 
NTS Get TIme 















Frxr:e ~ehJf) 1hrougfI-'*'tmaloI Tednl/ogy" 
File Tr.JI* Serw:es (FTS) IS an ul&nOell profile netwcri; prOlOCOl ~ reliable datil transfets Oy emulat!l19 
contIIICI~ byte '\lea'll transport De\Wee!l app'ICa'Q/IS eXeeu!iog O!1li1!er!'nll'losl ~ocessors an a kx:aI irea 
ne:NOI'k T\OO IIostl)'ocessors IhBt $hare In FrS COOrleC:lKln ITIaY De klcatelj erIIler on the same N1C'~_ 01 \Of,thin SLI!)-
Irslel!'5 mil ., <XII'tI«!ed Oy d<l!eren! Nel'wOrll; Interlace C .. tIt (NIC.) 
Printlpla 01 Op.rlliot1 
FTS ~ an 8i2dreSSli'lg scheme wItefe &\1011)' user ItIefeoI cl'\o:ll.es a uniQ.oe 64·011 name for Ihe IISe-r'S transport 
endpoolll The FTS nnspon Iddrm'r19 5d\r'lltIiI CXImpIeIei1 separale from 1M nerworl! addn!$5e$..sed D\I the NICs 
'"" i5 oeallSe me NICs U$4! dynlIDClll y· .. signecl netooQrk a:ldresses, wherns ccnlmurucalmg frS enlllieS use 
glObally·admlnlStered rranspon erldpCNtII names 
ThfI message 11It~ to FTS prO'ildes I ',mpli1!ed OSI'I,ke conl'lectiOll«lented Il' lII1$pOO leMU beIweeo t/Iese 
tra-nsport endpOInts Tl'e data transf&r O'Ier FTS connecDoos " Dased on reJ:aDle DI'It wellms Mulbpie connections can 
tie ma:le be1Weefl!Wll \lansport eodpOo/11S ElICh COMeCI'IltIis uMlrecuorul1 
frS ptOVldes seMCe& 10 perform !WIl11'P8S ol diU \Ianster, l'IImIIIIy reacl reQ_lS lind wnte 1eQ1.Ie$!$ FrS $up;IOItS. 
Go-Bsdc·N fta.y COI1lrol sdleme lIlat wml$l'oign C .... OWClll D.lik data \Il1ns~ 
11081 Proce!llOT Card NetworJ,; Interface Card 
FOOl J..AN 












.. File Transfer Services 
FTS RegI5ler 
FrS So*-' Re!lIY 1I ~ 
FrS Unregisler 
FTS SoIiciIed Reply tI urJ~llIIbO" 
frS Wrne Request 
FTS Read ReqU!llI 
FTS Wme ReqlRl Old 
FrS Read RIlQiJeS1 0111 
FTS WriIe Requesl~ 
















• Built·in Test Services 
cr S,stus 
~ ".pkotm I/IrouQfI ~ r.a.~ 
The Bui\-a'I Test SeMoes (BITS) In ~ wG'I II'Ie Netwon; M¥lage<l*lt SIIIiOn (H'dS) ~ tNI-lime 
lIUl'tom,j (nIll!Ifity e/leCkn;l) an:! d)naTM: ~ callrOl allte enlinl ~ 1ys1em 8Yeft n IIIIm 
f~ SIaIlSlCil performince measurement ~~ dlagllc$1JC flt*lllS. COfI'lPUW-all4Md In:UIIe SflOOWlg: .. -
NelwcR ManagemenI (:(I'l$j$lI of two Ie,,", In_lower 1eWII.., .... ie4ilJ ... ~ ""'""IIement ~O'II n 'H h9'* 
Ie>'el ImpIemeflIIng sysl!m ~a II lI'O"iIICm; I.oMr level ~  fur'U::wIs COOSISI aI ~..,. 
Appicalials and ~ AijenIa. 
Principles 01 OP«ltion 
The manag!ll\i aw~tl(J1 rlijlnageI ma'liSled Dqedl by _ of lTIIInIgemtnl IQItIS ~ demft datil froo!I lfle 
m~ . !S 0.,. means (/. • lAN ol)3Sed nefWOI'c f!Ij(1i\lemet1\ proIOCOI (I' SN .... ) and StOle! tl'1S diltII ~ I 
M~menl InfC7ll'la!JQn Ba$e (MIS) The data In tile MlBs • 1I'.etI poOeeSMCI to prgyode U&e( level ~I 
1Ilh:1mat<c:t1 by means o! thll ~MS mIi'I-/I'LiCI\! ..,terface 
The matla.gemen\ agent perla-n. management operll\iO"l$ on ~ecI ~1I11lC1 ~ rIOtiIicaloOl'l 0I_1s an 
behalf of managed o¥C\S ...,IIlIn the rT(Ide In WIUCh II .-des "ICIS itS In I!1temJediary oet\OeI!n the nlllll91(\jj 
appliQlbOnltKl the entitleS wI'Ilc;I1 ~awe m.HI~ed obJee" WIM'I 'Nl rT(Ide 
The Neworic Manajjernell1 Slanon pmocSes higher ~eI I yS1I!m heat;, monUc"'1l and pnMdes onHrre !IlQ'1 1~ arid 
conll'ilI of the ell\lre roetwcri. SYSI&m. mcooJIguralKJl ~ement Jnd h",h 'M cI"WlQllICS 1ac;li,tJe$ 
Far maI!1teo.-.ce erell' ITS\I'Ied systems me NMS providei exlensr.e man-maehille II1terl8tA! f\Iflc!iQrI3:rty It supportS ~ 
OPe1ator'slXWl$Olll wtdCII pt'iMOeJ ~!ltt'a,w.se<l dliIgl1lmrlllltlC VlWaII$ll!41 oI"e system and 11$ netW()l'( e<:rI'\I)OOI!Ols 
Tl'.e deplay proVIdes hl9h resoIuf.Qn coklut ~rap uCI rd mteflClS with pou'lIr lg cleVlteS sucl1 as !I'IOI.M, traclltltll 01' 
JOYStick The NMS eonsists /;II ~f1IltK1 CMlputer toOtrware ccrnjlOl'le11ts T~e r.ardware Cl)'I1pcn1nl pr<MSes pI1ysiCa' 
comectMty 10 II. LAN as wellS ~iIl;. pror;:essmg plat!OIIII/or " e ~MS scl'lware compooeol 
FOD! LAN 















Forr:a "'",***"1 ttroug/I Wcwm8IJott ~ 
~ IoIowrIg ill subset II messages for !lie 8IlS user <qicl6oo1 ~ 
BITS Gel """""'* LiIl 
BITSGel~1..isI 
BITS Gel Pror1Ic:ed Me$sages 
BITS Gel Cons.med ~\r.ssages 
BITSGe4ASA?s 
BITS Get Sla!us Message 
































Fotce I./~ Ih~ /1Ifr:nMl1Oll ~ 
~ PMC FOOl Adapter 
0)' S}5leT1S IIIIS de'leloQed a PUC FOOl Ne!'M)It Interface Ca-d (N/C), wtICh ill idUIy ,uiled 10 ambedded pI~ 
ThIs NIC has I:da'l de',eltllled fIom SVsKorlnecl's PCI FOOl NIC and as such fealu!eS i 'Mde rallQ! 01 CQtI\~e and 
0J,I1Ified softwara drivn 
Seen frtm. phySaI pon oIl'IeW, an FOOl ne!WOI'o; <XnIists 01 a dval{edllndart fibf&.opIIC fir'II Only OIII! 0I11le two rings 
illlISed Cklnng IlOmliI opei<l'JOO' The $IjC(lI'I(! nog merely _ as a back.4J~ mediulll- Stations fro !he ling •• cillSSed as 
Oaoss A Of Class 8 $\.IIlOI'I$, Class A5IaIIlO5 ronnea <IndIy II !nil ring w!iiI CI~ 8 sta!ions COI\I'I&CI v a a COtiCII'llrator 
FOOlfe.tum 
Hig~ data tra'lSmI$$lOI'I rare (l00 ~), e!faeclC, and ~ mata FOOl !nil OIOIIUm 
soIuIoon lor leah '1'111 and m.olliiTWlia ~, • wei as o:lrpOraIe back!:oones 
Up 10 2 kill between IIOC!es 
Wde ~ 10II'lgI! (100 km rrwm.m emoo.oftience n diJsI nng) 
liI'ge numtilll 01 supported noDes (up 10 500 dual-a!adled) n iii! MIl 
Oe!armni$tic IrId ~1I\cien1 tirr«liOQn passirt/ a:&e$S meTtood 
Fao.olt4oleriWII q:eollllOi. prtMdes b Il!IIiI re. 
conflgIIr8l1Oll in eases 01 ~obIems Wd'I as ~ 
di3tu;olJO!i Of rIOde I.u"re 
A nogIi IrweI ar prCKedoon aganst ~ iIIICI 
malfuocti:ln when o.osing fibre oooc eabIIrrg 
()p!im.om deta proIedIon and ~ ;woilabiry 
by sUpporling SfT III 5e1VK I!VTCIfirog will 
Mirrored 5e(;oer Lrrk (MSl.J dower 
~s SarIlwidtio AIocaIDr (SSA) 
Hgh·per1ormance PCI dara trai1Sfeo' 
1wo COilroector types available, SC Of 51 
"""""" 0tl!icsI B1~ Swo1cn Control 
Fully softwn oordigura!l1e 
SMT VersIOn 7,3 
The PMC FOOl CAS NIC pro'Iides 8 ClMS A connection ana 
io1egral8S directly nto the dual FOOl nng, NICS Mth 51 
COilroe<:to!1 llave the ~ op!icaI characletislics M NiCS 
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The sUb-systems Interfacing to each other via the Information Management System (IMS) shall interface 
to the Local Area Network (LAN) via the Network Interface Card (NIC). IMS shall implement protocol 
processing, flow, rate and error control as well as local network management. 
The NIC may be either a Multibus II-compatible FOOl card, or PC/PC 1- compatible card. In all cases, the 
application software shall interface to the LAN via the Application Interface Services (APIS) software. In 
the case ofthe Multibus II NIC Interface, the Application Interface Services software shall run on the NIC 
and in the PC/PCI card case, the application software and the protocol software shall share the PC CPU 
processing resources. So as not to affect the performance of the host station in the PC case, the host 
processor should be at least a 66 MHZ 4860X2 CPU employing a PCI parallel backplane bus. 
The Application Interface Services shall be a flexible, real-time network interface employing an open 
architecture. 
1.2 Overview 
This document describes Application Interface Services software which provides the interface between 
the application program and the IMS LAN for both the Multibus II and PC Message Queue interfaces. 
Paragraph 3 is an overview of the Application Interface Services provided by IMS. 
Paragraph 4 describes the implementation of the Application Interface Services for a Multibus II system. 
It provides the messages that flow between the application and APIS to bit level. 
Paragraph 5 describes the message queue (VxWorks) interface for a PC-compatible APIS 
Paragraph 6 describes the returned values from the services provided. 
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2. Applicable Documents 
2.1 Specifications 
The following documents, to the exact issue, form part of this document. In the event of a conflict between 
this document and the documents referenced here. this document shall take precedence. 
a. C2\2 Systems Document No. CCIVA500IlMS/6-PIDS, entitled Prime Item Development Specification 
for the Patrol Corvette Combat Suite Information Management System. 
2.2 Standards 
The following documents, to the exact issue. form part of this document. In the event of a conflict between 
this document and the documents referenced here. this document shall take precedence. 
a. 453508-001 Multibus II Transport Protocol Specification and Designer's Guide, 
Rev. 001. 
b. ANSVIEEE STD1296-1987 IEEE Standard for a High-Performance Synchronous 34-Bit Bus: 
Multibus II. 
2.3 Reference Documents 
The following documents do not form part of this document. They are listed as a reference to clarify any 




d. 500 0017 
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iRMX System Call Reference, Rev. 001. 
iRMX System Configuration and Administration. Rev.001. 
IRMX Programming Techniques and Examples, Rev. 001. 
Technical Reference Manual for Cl386/DAS High-Performance CPU/FOOl 
Controller, Rev. 004. 











3. Application Interface Services 
3.1 Application inte rlace Services (APiSj 
Application Interface ServIces (APIS) allow the Application Service User (ASU) to communi<:ale on the 
networll without having any know1edge of the message sources 0( destinations. This allows for a degree 
of dat~ow abstraction. TheSOl.lrces and destinations of messages Bfedeterrnined by tha transpon 3'1d 
underlying layel"S. 
FoUowing a cold 0( warm slBrt 01 a Multibus II sUb-system processor hosL a once only APIS_INIT() 
command is Issued to APIS This allows APIS to dear It's tables In reSjlea of thiS Multibus II host. 
AA ASU reg.sters With APIS utilising Ihe APIS_OPENO command II shail also mlorm APIS WhIch 
messages It can source and whi<:h messages i1 requires. to perform its funclions. with the 
APIS _PRODUCE(} and APIS _DEMAND() commands respectively. The ASU dOBli not specffy the source 
or deslinatkm of any Of lhese messages. The App~cation In:erface SeNltes will delerlnlne the destination 
and source addresses to" \he massaGes This will eMure the! if a message changes, only the appH!:lItion 
code has to change. 
To transmit a message to anather registered A$U, the source ASU utilises the APIS_SEND_MSG() 
command. 
An ASU can dynam!c811y add and remo~e menages with the APIS_PRODUCE(), APIS_DEMAND(), 
APIS_REMOVE_PRODUCEO and APIS _REMOVE_DEMAND() commands. 
When an A$U issuas the APIS_CLOSEn command, all the tneHages transferred 10 and from It will be 
removed from the nelwOrk. 
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A ~siIQII on the tAN is odenllfoed by. unique mftssaoge 10 number. APIS ~terplets the Message 10 as 
a n~icaI numbel cons,st;ng <:AfOUl 161),II1e\CS. The Sy!1emContractor (:81\ allocate meafllng to any 
field In !tie Message lOWilhoI.;I effecting the operahon 0( the APIS, 
The oriy APIS l8quitament is that the MeSS&\le 10 ~niq uely Idenbf.es a men&ge on the LAN. 
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This service com", .. n!! "$Sl$ts !Ilfl Appiocatoon Inler1ace Serv.ces with lable admf1lstratlon It all!)ws 
for the removal of all ASU iofornl3tkln Inkeo to !he processor host card that issuOO!no commend as 
'101011 e. lreeing of assoclille<l unused memory buffers This command snruld on ly be issuOd once per 
processor h051 card af!.or stal'1-up 
Th •• $OrvlCe commano pl"OVldes lor 1M regJslranoo of tne applfcauon WIth the AppliCation Interlace 
ServICe. as II poten!.al i\+IplicatlOl1 Service User (ASU) This al lows fmtlle l>j.-dJret;tionallaent;rlC!l~on 
of ASUsWI:hAPIS. through the exchangJ1gof i\+Ip:ication 105 andAppllt;ation Service Access Point 
(ASAP) auSCflplOfS 
This servlCO command provt(!es for lhe closure 01 the ASAP 
3.1.4 APIS_PRQDUCE() 
This SOrvlce command r&9islors a oata message WIth Itlo Apphcatkln User Interface lor transmlSSIOO 
3.1.S APIS DEMAN D() 
Tn,s servICe command fOgOSlOrs a oata monago w.tn the ApphcatlOO User Inlarlaca for fGCap~on 
This service comlt'and provides fOf tho removal of a stream (lata rMssago hom the Application U$Or 
Interface. 
Th;.s servo;(! commano prooIlOOS for !tie removal of a stream oata message from the Appl~allOO User 
Int(!<fuce. 
ThIs MfVice command allows for !/Ie transrmss.;on 01 a neilm aula lTessage from 11100 CS appHcabon 
10 other applica!lOl'1(.j on \he networlt tical are regosteroo as requ"'l>g thai pilfllCUlar rneuagr:l 
Thll GeI'VJCO OOI'I\I1".and al~ [or \he pasSIng on 10 the applicalKln tha rOl';ejveo stream data message 
Irom 8llOl11er apptoca:ion Th •• is no! a reQUest maoe by the ASU. but an event generated by tM 
AP" 











3.2 APIS Multibus II message passing 
The APIS Irner1ace reQuJI)I that rcmale app!Icatoons use the Mu!\ibu$ Transport Protoool or at least a 
MoIU)o, TriOSport Protoc:a Implementation, Which ~Iorlaoos WIth !he MuM)os II ~atahnk protocol 
3.2.1 MU\I\bu. II mllngo pal1l"g protocol p~cket 
APIS makes use of the follOliing Mll!tibus II Transport protocol packet for IlI1soilaied packets 
Destonatlon Pori (0 
Tr8llSaClion Tfl\n$8C~on 
conirol 10 










Used by APIS for 
par8lTl(!tel' passing 
(20 b)'le.) 
APIS makos US(! d the MJtbbus II Transport PrOlocd concept 01 Socket, \0 IdorMy source .,d 
dennatlonsoftwareendpanls. ASockeICQlStS1S 01 a t6blt HosUO and a 16 bit POIUO as ocnllOd 
M1 [2.2 aj The HosUD ldenutie. the MPC agertl and normally rt!lk!tls tho SIOe_nl' of tho Processor 
bGald i1 tIM:! Multibus II badlplane Wdh., a hosl (Processor Board" 11"10 MOltibos II backpl_J, the 
PorUD ioentfoes a ,of:ware enc:lpont (maoibOlc ., case 01 CCSllr"lahOl'\ en~pOInl) 
Status Sockets speof"liId for each command ate only v~(! lor \!"lilt partocular command and any 
exceptlons will be staled The Ho.UD I PorUD socket .morrnabon Wllhe APIS pacl<et PSlllf1"l(ltOl' 
1IeId, IS to Do con.SIdC<et! tile only vall(! specofted lOftware encpolnl, OV8fl II thl' prO\lCI 10 be a 
ouplicabon oIlnforme:.on IndUCed tnthe packet headeI" 
3.3 Parameter Representation 
3.3.1 Sc~tar D~1lI Typas 
All parame~ers used are unsigned except for the $'9'100 parameter 'Retorn Value· which IS formatted 
as a two·~t 16 bit value. 
3.3.2 Address Oroenog 
little cndian ordering are used tor parame!Of stomg Mu\h·bylo objects 8I'e $lorO(\ starting With the 
Iu ...... orller byte aI. the !<>Me.t adllr£!1;s 











4. Multibus II APIS Implementation 
4.1 APIS_INITO 
4.1.1 Message Description 
ihis mess<lge IS used to IrlfOi"m an Appl icatIOn Interface Service (If the start·up (If an appl icat ion 
pro.cesS()l" C<lrd host It must be calted once by every host. belOi"e any app ltcations on this hosl lssues 
any other APIS request It illiows fo r the removal of all ASU informat.on imked to It'le processor has! 
card thal Issued Ihe command. as well as for treeing associmed unused memO!)' burrers It is e 
Multibus II TP irans~on Messege of type unsol icited request with un50llclted reply. The 
unsol icited request will come from the ASU and the unsoliCIted reply trom APIS 
This message is passed through the APIS Comm<lnd Socket whIch consists of the combinat,on 
IHos!Jd.PorUd] or [nic_slot_nr:OxOE011. 
If 1he APIS_IN IT request Indicates that a reply is required (POi"! 10 ,. 0), this request will be 
ad-;nowledged (reply semi within 5OOOms. 
4.1.2 Unsolicited Request 
Parameten; Sizo Allowed Values Description 
Command 10 8 bits ,.0, IdenMes open message 
Reserved 8 bits 0.", 
Reserved 16 b~s OxOOOO 
ASU 16 b,ts QxOQOO..JJxI 3 APIS win combine thIS ASU 
Host 10 Host 10 Wllh Status Po" 10 10 
fOfm the sockel address 
Status 16 bits QxQOOO..JJxFFFF APIS wi~ use this Po" 10 w~h 
Port 10 the A$U Host 10 to form the 
Status Socket. 
4.1.2.1 Parameters 
Command 10 The 8 M unsIgned value OxOO identlfyong th,s protOC(lt dam unil (POU) as an 
APIS INIT commaoo. 
ASU Host 10 A 16 bil unsigned value idem,Iying the ASU Mult;bus II agenl host. 
Status Port 10 A 16 bit unsigned value Ident.fy ing Ihe ASU stalus software endpoint wuhln 
a host. Th.s Port 10. combined with the ASU HO-Si 10 forms a fu ll MB II 
transport socke! address Thts Status Socilet formed by the ASU Has: 10: 
S:atus PonlO pair, will be used by APIS for returnFllg the reply 10 th is request. 
A PM 10 valueofOxOOOO O1dicales that no rep ly must be generated by APIS 
for ItHS roouesl. 
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4.1.2.2 Parameter OIfsets 
By teD 'Y"" Byte 2 I Byte 3 Byte 4 ,,,.6 Byle6 Byte 7 
C,,,,",,,,, R.""""" • CS, MSB lSB MSB 
'0 , .... ReseMld FI8Id ASU Host 10 StatuI Pon to 
4.1.3 UnsoUei ted Reply 
Paramet~ Siu Allowed Yah" .. Delcrlptlon 
Command 10 6 bltl , .. , Idenbfies menage 
RneI'Ved Bbib "''''' 
Return Yalue 16 bIIs Valid return vallie. Refer 10 loll 01 relum vall.les 
4.1.3.1 Parameters 
Comrmmd 10 The 8 bit un$1g!ed vlllue OXID Iderl!lf)''''';l iJl;s protoeo/ data un4 (PDU) liS an 
MJIS)NIT _REPLV COlmland 
Return Value APIS-,NrT retums II 1641<1 s.gtled value representing the StlllUI 01 Ine atll 
AlIClWed values are listed below (Refer 10 paragraph 6 Return ValU8s) 
4.1.1.2 ParameterOtf.elS 
By1e D Byte 1 8yte2 Byte 1 
Command ReseMid CS, MSB 
'0 Field 
Return Value 











4~ 1 Musage Oucriptlon 
This messago Is used 10 o~ an AppllC<lhOO Interfaco Sorvico for an applicatKm It Is a Multibus II 
TP Tranlacbon Massage 01 type unsolicited reques t with unsolicited roply. The unsolic ited 
raquest w ill come from tho ASU and the unsolicited reply from APIS. 
ThIs r'nClIsage Is passed !t1rougl1the APIS Command Socket which consists of tho comol'1ation 
(HosUd:F'orUdl or (nlc_slol_nr:OxOE01]. 
• . 2.2 Un.olh:llld Request 
Parameters Sin 
Command 10 8 bit, 
Appllc~t!on 10 8 b,ls 
Ruorvad 180lt& 
ASU 16 bill 
HOIIIO 
Staw. 16 !»II 
Port iO 
ASU Te~t SIring 32 blli 




Slalus Port 10 
Allowed Valu .. Ooscription 
O~OI Identmes Open message 
OxOO-O xFF Idan~fios ASU with Applicabon 
'0 
0.0000 
OxOQOO·Ql13 APIS wiI eorm.ne !Ius ASU 
Has.! 10 WIth S1iI:t.rS Port 10 to 
form the sockOl address. 
QIIOOOI.Qllf'FFF APIS will use this Port 10 WIth 
the ASU Host 10 10 form 1I1e 
Status Socl<.et 
01<2001<2001<20:01<20 0 Used 10 Idontoly ASUs 1'1 a 
OK7E.O~7E OK7E.OdE mote usorofnondly roadaole 
formal. 
Tho 8 bn ooSlgl"lGd value OlO! Klento/ytlg INs protocOl dal a uM (POU) 
'" iItI APIS_OPEN tOrm\SIId 
An 8 b~ \IIlsogned vakJe IC!lIIIlrfyng a local ASU 10 APIS 
A 16 bn IS\SOgnoo VaM! Klemo/yong lIle ASU Ml,llbbus 111190111 host 
A 16 OIl unsigned value idenlo/yl'1g the ASU status sol'lwaro lItI<lpo.nt 
wotnwl il hosL Thos Port 10. cO/TC)Ino<l with Itla ASU HosIIC 'orms a'" 
MB lilranspon s.ockOl edarO$I This Status SOckot famed by tile A$U 
HOSI IO Status Port 10 par, MI De used by APIS 101 retufnong the reply 
to !IuS reques1 ThIs Stall,1S sockOlls also roqul"od by BwkI·in·Tost 
Sa .... "ces (BITS) lor poIIrIg tho Status of this ASU undc-r BITS (see 
BITS_GET_STATlJS_APlO under BITS). 
A Pan 10 va'uo of OXOOOO Is not alowod for the APiS_ OPEN coml'Nl'>d 











ASU Text String Four 8 b,t alpha·~umeric chatao;l<n; (0 )(20 - Ox7El identifying the ASU i~ 
a mere user-friendly reocable format. This Strl~\I is not used by APIS, but 
o~l y returned In COl1junctlOro with ttle ASAP handle, by BITS. to provide 
a mor" r"adabl " link to the AS/lP Mndle. 
4.2.2.2 Parameter Offsets 
ByleO Byte 1 Byte 2 I Byte. 3 Byt" 4 ByteS ByteS Byle7 
Command Application '" MSB '" MS8 '0 '0 Reserved FIe ld 
ASU Host 10 Status POrl 10 
BYte 8 Byte·g Byte. 10 S)'Ie.l1 
Text 0 Text 1 Te><t 2 Text 3 
ASU Text Stnng 
4.2.3 Unsolici ted Reply 
Par.ameters S., Allowed Values Doscrlptlon 
Command 10 8 bits Ox81 Ide~tifi .", menage 
Reserved 8 bits 0, 00 
Return Value 16 bits valid return values Refer to list of retur~ vatues 
ASAP 16 b~s OxOOOO·OxFFFF Generated by APIS. Used by 
Ine ASU (and omer ASUs) :o 
identify its~1 
4.2.3.1 Parameters 
Command 10 The 8 bit unsigned value Ox81 identifying this protocol data unit (POUI as an 
APIS_OPEN_REPLY command 
Return Value APIS_ OPEN re!ums a 16-bl1 signed value represenllflg Ine status of 1M caU 
Allowe<;l values Bre listed below (Reier to paragraph 6, Return Values.) 
ASAP 




no error occurred 
specified APIC has already been used on th,s 
",C 
specifi ed ASU TEXT STRING is Invalid 
A 16 b it unsigned lAPIS network w,de glObally unique) handle identlfyinllthe 
ASU lIthe Return Value ind ie<lIes NO_ERROR. th,s handle isvalid and must 
b" used by this ASU in ~JI subsequent commands. 











4.2.3.2 Paramlt"r Ofls.ets 
ByleQ Byte 1 Byte 2 Byte 3 Byte" ByteS 
Comm,md Reeerved '" MSB 'SB MSB 10 Field 
ASM' Return Va'ue 











• . 3.1 ldessageOescrlption 
This r"OeSSage Is u!ied to dose an Applk:atxln Serv;c;e Access Pelnl (ASAP) All mesuges sont ~Ie 
Ills ASftP.be/oteth,scommandis.lssuedandsueeessfullyacknowledged. wl!betransferredto 
consumers. M me5S8i}es previously rtlgls:enld under th,s ASAP will be remo~ed. It Is e MultlOOlll 
TP Transaction Message 01 type unsolicited request with unsolicited reply 'The unsol.elt&d 
request WI. come lrom the ASU and the unsol¢teCI reply from APIS II an ASftP ~ dosed all the 
messages trart$n:tcd end rec;e,ved wJl be llIITlOIIed lrom the APIS memory 
This mesSBge IS pas$ed tllrouQh the APIS Command $oc;klll which consists 01 the comblnatk1l1 
[HosUd:PortJdl Of [ni(:_ sIOUll':OxOE01! 
4.3.2 Unsollciled Request 
Parameters .. , Allowed Valuel Oncriptlon 
Command 10 8 b.:s ..., ldenllf;es message 
ReslII'Ved 8 brts 0,00 
ASAP 16M1 o.oQOO-()xFFFF ASAP to dose 
ASO 16 bill OxQOOO.O~ 13 APIS wI eomtme this ASU 
HOIIIO Host 10 Wlln Status Pan ID to 
lorm the SOCket addrl'!SS 
StatuI 16 bits OXOOOO-OxFfff APIS WII use !his. Port 10 with 
Port 10 the ASU Has: 10 :0 form the 
SlaWS Socket. 
4 .3.2.1 Parametl!~ 
Command ID ~ 8 b~ uns~ned value 0.02 JdenttfylllV IhIs protocol data unit (POUI as an 
APIS_CLOSEcommand 
ASAP A 16 bll unsigned (APIS OOlWOfk W1de gIobaHy unique) handle idenllfytng too 
ASU ASAP tlla: must be dosed 
ASU Host ID A 16 hit unsogned value Idenl<fylflg the ASU Mul:loos It agent host 
Status Port 10 A 16 bit unsigned vak.Je Identifying the ASU st<ltus software endpoint WI:hln 
<I host This Port 10. comb>ned wlth the ASU Host 10 forms a Ml Mel II 
transport socket address. which Is used by APIS for returning tile reply 
message. 
A Pan 10 value olOxOOOO Indicates that no rllpfy l'!"II.ls! be genflr800d by APIS 
lor t!"IlS r&QUes! 












Byte 0 Byte 1 Byle2 Byte 3 Byte 4 By:e I) Byte 6 Byte 7 
C~, Reserved L56 MSB c., MS' L56 MSB 
'0 Field 
AS'" ASU KostiC Status Port iO 
4.3.3 Un. ellelted Reply 
Parameter. Sin Allowed V.lues Oescriptlon 
Command 10 ab,ts O~62 Idenhfies mllSsage 
Rnerv. d a bit! 0,,, 
Return V.lu. 16 biiS val id return values Re;ef to list of retum values 
4.3.l.1 Parameter, 
Command to The a b,t unsigfl81: value Ox821dent.ry..g 1Il/s protocol data unit (POU)as an 
APIS_CLOSE_REPLY command 
Return Value APIS_CLOSe relum. a 16-b.t signed value represenbng lIle s:atus oflhe cal. 
Allowed values are liSlac: below (Reier to parograph 6. RetlJ"T1 Values) 
NO_ERROR 1\0 1IIl0l occurrac: 
E_ASAP _NOT_OPEN Sped.i8C ASAP not locally registered 
Byte 0 Byte1 Byle2 Bytel 
~, Reserved L56 MSB 
'0 Field 
Rlr.um Value 











4.4.1 Messag e Descrip tion 
This message is usl!(! to add a message lor tramtmiss ion to the message list. II is a Muit ibus II TP 
Transacuon Mess~e oltype unsolic ited request w lth unsolici ted reply . The Ilnsolicoled re-qllest 
will come from the ASU and the I.lI'lsolicl teo:! reply from APIS. 
This message Is passed th rouGh the APIS Cofm1and Socket which consists oj Ihe combination 
[H0sUcLPon -,dj or jnlc_slot_ nr.OxOEOlj. 
4.4.2 Unsolicited Request 
Parameters Siu 
Command 10 a bilS 
Priority 8 bits 
ASAP IS bits 
ASU I S bits 
Host 10 
Sta tus ISbils 
Port 10 
Message ID ~ b<:s 
Data length I S b~s 




Allowed Values Description 
"'" Identifies message , ., Priority (decimal) of message to 
be transmmed 
OxOOOO·OxF FFF Identifies sender 
OxOOOO-Ox13 APIS will combine th is ASU 
HOSlID with Status Port tD to 
lam the socket address 
OxOOOO-O~FFF APIS w~ l llse this Pon lD with 
the ASU Host 10 to form the 
Status SockeL 
OxOOO 1:0xOOO'· Message ID of message 10 be 
0 . oon1"l"h:noo 1 Ir""~milt A<1 
. 
O xFFFF O~FFF; 
OxFFFF:OxFFFF 
HOOO Size (decimal) 01 message to be 
transmlttl!(! 
0-65535 Repetillon Interval (deCimal) 
between message 
transm:ss lons (ms). 
Th~ a M unsigned value OKOJ Idenlllytng this protOCOl dEla unit {POUI 
as ~n APIS_PRODUCE comMand. 















Stilul Port 10 










highest priority synchronou~ daill. 
high priority Iynduonous dDta, 
low priority asynchronous deta, 
lowest prior.ty nynch,onOlJs data 
A 15 bit Ur"ls.gned (APIS network wide globally Ynk;ue) handle Identlfyinll 
me ASU AS/Jil thet ~ 10 be used fo, producing thIS Message ID. 
A 16 b~ ur.s"nlKl ~alueleenllfy\nlllhe ASU Multlbus Il agont IloSt. 
A 16 brt unsigned value k!entlfyWlg the ASU status iIOfl"ware endpoint 
wJthin 0 r"l0SI This Por110. CQfTl!:uned W1th the ASU HosiiD forms II fuU 
MB II tril1sport socket aedress. vmld! Is usee by APIS lor returning the 
repty message 
APor110 valUII 01 OXOOOO IncICatos th~1 no reply must oe generatel:l by 
APIS for thIS reQuesl. 
Melngo 10 Four 16 brt UTlS'IIr"l1Kl value relt!s specilymg the Message 100111 
m8SSCllle to be Pl"oouced. W~(!card values (0,,0000) are not allowed In 
any 01 the Mesililge 10 ~ald$ for APIS_PRODUCE. 
Ditl LOr"lgth Specrfies tM lenljlh (1- 4000 doclm3l) Ir"I byles of the catll ml)!;sage 
Committed 
Repelilion tnterv,] Speorlf!5 tile ITIII1JTIUm produCIng repe~tion ,Merva! fn InS. 
Value M8amng 
o Thts ~ rIOt II repetuve message and the,efore reqUIres IlC 
specifIC bandwlClh altocauon 
1-65535 Specifies repehlKlr"l interval beIY.-een UilflSmisslOl\S 10'" 
specllc: b3llC!WiCth allocatlOll USing Data Length 
4.4.2.2 P~nomet .... Offsets 
ByleO "". , ."., .,.3 B'y" 4 "". , Bylll B Byte 7 
Command Prionty CO. MS8 CO. M" CO. MS. 
'" AS'" ASU Ho$IID Slalus Port to 











Byle a 8yte9 Byte 10 Byle 11 Byte 12- 8yte13 Byte 14 6yte15 
CS, MSB CS, MSS 'SB MSB 'SB MSB 
Message 10 0 Message Ie 1 Message 10 2 Message 10 3 
Message 10 
Byle 16 Byle 11 Byte 16 Byle 19 
l.S' MSB CS, MSB 
Data Length Comm~ted RepemiOl1 
Intervul 
4.4.3 Unsolicited Reply 
Parameters Si l O A llowed Values Description 
Command to 8 bits Oxe3 Idenlofies message 
Reserved 8 bits OxOO 
Return Value 16 bits vaI.d ' etum values Refer \0 a lost of the retum 
~al ues 
Host 10 16 b.ts OxOOOO.ox t 3 ASU w lH combine this HosiiO 
With Producer Pan 10 to form 
the Producer Socket 
Producer 16 b~s OxOOOO.oxFFFF If re turrl value is NO_ERROR 
Port 10 then this POri 10 combined With 
the Host 10 forms the Producer 
Socket that the ASU w~1 use to 
trens/e, deta 10 APIS. If the 
retum value signels an error, 
tMn this wil l be O. 
4.4.3.1 Parameters 
Command 10 The 8 bit unsigned value OxBl identWying thiS protocol ~ta unit (POU) as en 
APIS_PROOUCE_REPL Y command. 











Return Value APIS_PROOUCE retums a 16-bfi sogned value representlngthe stall.L501 the 
can. Possible v~ l ues are Iisledhelow (Refer to paragraph 6 Return Values ) 
NO_ERROR no error occurred 
E_ASAP _NOT_OPEN spedfied ASAP oot loca:ly registered 
E_MSGJDJ NVALID specr!led MSII IO Is invalld 
E_LENGTH_tNVALlD specdieu Lenljth IS invalid 
E_PRIORITY _INVALID specl~ed f'rnl'ity IS invalid 
E_INTERVAL_INVALID speci!1ed Repetitlon Interval is lWaiid 
E_PROD_EXIST_FO~ASAP specliedMsg 10 ;$ already registered fOf It'I1s 
Pnol"lty and ASAP 
E_PRODUCER_LIMIT maximum number 01 producers has 
registered this MsylO 
E_PROD_BW_CHANGE speCIfied Length and RepeHlOn Interval 
values do not correspond wit!"I preVIOUSly 
rej,J.stered values. (Only villi!! if speci"i8d 
MSQ 10 is already reglsterad UI'lder a dilferent 
ASAP) 
ma>umum bandWidth allocalton limil 
exeeed6d 
4.4.3.2 Paramoter Oflseta 
ByleO Byta 1 B~e2 Byle' 8", • 8"" ByleS Byte1 
Command Reserved Lsa "58 LS8 MSB L58 "58 
'0 Fletll 
Recurn Value Hast 10 Producef PonlO 













"'.1 Mung.O .. cl1ptlon 
ThIs messllOfl Is llsed to ae6 _ mess.ege for recep:tDl1 to Ihe ITl8$IIOIIlIsl IIII I Mulllbll. II TP 
T'M1Sl1Ct~ Meilltgll oflype unllOliclle-d r.qunl with unllOllelted rep ly The ur\$ohclted ,tiel,,"' 
will come from thl! ASU Itt'ld tile unsollcl1ed repjy kom APIS 
This massage Is passed tnrougI'I thl! APIS Canmand Sockel which 1)01\$1'" of \.lie eombNbOn 
{HosUd Port_ld] or {m=_stot_nr.OdlE01] 
" '2 Unlollclled Requill 
ASU 16 bt:s 
Host lO 
Siatul 16 bl~ 
Po n 10 
MnugllO '''''' 
Consum.r " "" PortiO 




ASU HOII IO 
S talu . Port 10 
CCltA5OQiIMSt6-1CD1t IQUe 1.1 
".,.".."" APIS Win I)OII1btl'l8lhiS ASU Host 
10 WIll! the rel_, Port IDs 10 
f~m 
OI!OOOO-OxFFFf APIS Wll i llie thl. Pan 10 w~h the 
ASU Ho.IIO form the SUllO. 
"""""''''''''' Masseg.l0 of me$Slge 10 be 0.0000 0.0000 ,,,",,",, 
OlCOOI)().OxFFFF AP1S wIIIlrlll1.11lf lII1y raca<ved 
dille for th. ASU to Ihe 
Consumer Sockel: ~isung of 
10 and 1t1~ Port 10 
OxQOOO.OxF FFF 
The 8 bit untogned VllIle Ox04 iaantlfying thts protoeo! datI 11M (POU) 
IS 111'1 APIS_OEMANO cormtlflQ 
A 16 btl l.J'1S~ (APIS ",,:work WIOe gtotlll)·l.Wltque) handle tderl:Ifytog 
the ASU ASN> th8I b the 000Iurret' 01 \!'IOI Mnsage to 
A 16 bit IInSlgned ...... ~ tt. ASU Mullbus 11 agent host. 
A 16 bll uns1tlned vIllle tden~fyng the ASU status software and~ 
wllh ln I hoIIl th,S Port 10. eombr1ed w,:h the ASU Host to !orlTlS I lUI 











Me II tran$POl1 socl<eladdress, wnicn is used tty APIS lor returmng lne 
reply message 
A Pon tO value of OxOOOO lnCil::a tes thai no reply musl be lIeneraled by 
APIS lor IllIs request 
Menalla 10 Four 16 "n uns'gned value fields specdymg lne MS1S311e 10 of a 
message lo be consumed Widcard values (OKlXlOO) are allowed In 8I:ri 
of the Message 10 fields. 
COnIUm8f PorllO A \6 bil unsigooo va:ue it!en:lfyin; the ASU con$'Jmer software endpOlfll 
w,lnln the ASU host. This Port 10. comb'ned Wolh the ASU Host 10 forms 
a fun MB II trallSDOl1 socket address. which Is used by APIS for de!"'tnng 
tna requesled message 
Repetition Internl Spee>fies the m,rumum delivery repelJlionlntervillinms APISwili delN8r 
only the lasl received data m~ssa\le lifter ellP"Y 01 the specifle<l 
mlmmum time interv al since lasl deINer")'. Thus. messages reauved by 
APIS dunng the indicated I,me in:ervllilifter the last de!ivery. ~ not be 
passed on to the consumer 
Value Meaning 
o Immediate delIVery of meSS8\1el on recepbon by APIS. 
1_65535 Specifies immooiate delivery of Jatost message to ASU ,f 
th is spltClfied tme interval Iince last delfvery to the ASU 
has expired. 
4.5.2.2 Parameter Offsels 
Byte D """ By te 2 Byle'3 8yle 4 Byte 5 Byte IS B"" Command Reservoo L58 M58 L58 M58 L58 Msa 
'0 '"'" - ASU Ho¥lIO 'tIIl~. P""I IO 
By(e ll ilyle 9 BylelO Byte 11 Bytet2 6)'\8 13 "'Byte 14 Byte 15 
L58 " sa L58 Msa L58 " 58 L58 M58 




By/e i7 Byte 18 Bytll t 9 
L58 "58 Lsa MSB 
Consumer Port 10 Repe'JtlOIIlnte:val 












4.5.3 Unsolicited Reply 
ParamehlfS Size A llowed Valu" Descripilon 
Command 10 8 b~s "''' Identifies message 
Reserved 8 bits "''''' 
Return Value 16 bits valid retum values Refer to a l ist of the return 
values 
4.5.3.1 Parameters 
Command to The 8 M unsigned value Ox84 1denlifying this protocol data un,1 (POU) as an 
APIS_OEMAND_REPL Y command. 
Retl.lm Vall.le APIS DEMAND re~l.lI"ns a IS-bll signed valve representing the slatus of the 






no error occLII"red 
speciried ASAP nOI locally registered 
specified R&petllion Intar'/al is invalid 
speclr.ed MBtI s=k .. t is InvalhJ 
specified Msg 10 Is al ready regIstered 
lor tl'\ls ASAP 
4.5.3.2 Parameter Offsels 
"''' Syte 1 8"112, _ -IMa3 
Command Reserved Lsa MSB 
10 Fiejd 
Return Value 












4.6.1 Message Description 
This message IS used 10 delete a message !Of I1lln$1Tl1S$lOn trom me ITIfIS3ag8 list All mesS3gl!S 
matdll1g the specified message 10. sent VI01 thIS ASAP before \his awM'Iand Is "$Ueo arlO 
successfulfy ackno\ooIIedged. wiiI be I1iI'lslerr"<110 consUmet$ Ills a MuIt,bus II TP TransacLOI1 
Message of type unsolicited request with unsolh;Jted reply TIle m!lOlicrtfl(! fellueSi WI' come 
from the ASU ana the msoflCitlKl reply tromAPIS 
This message Is passeo lhraugl1 the APIS COmmanci Sac::~et whk;:h t:OI'1slsts of th e combtnat,oo 
lHasUd,ParUdJ or (nc_slouwOxOEOlj 
4.6.2 UnsolicitlKl Request 
Parilmeters Sin A llow ed V. lues Oucripilon 
Command 10 a b~S ""'" Iden(,r.es menage 
Reserved a bits 0.00 
ASAP 16 bits OrllClOO-OxFFFF Identifies sender 
ASV 16 bits OxOOOQ-Ox13 APIS w .1 oomb"'e this ASU 
Host 10 HostlD With Status Pon 10 10 
form Ih' SOC~et address 
StatuI 16 bits OxOOOO-OxFFFF APIS will use lhis Port ID With 
Port 10 the ASU Hast 10 to fOnTIthe 
Stat .. SOCkel 
Message 10 64 b,ts OKOOOO:OKOOOO Me1>sage 10 of produceci 




4.6.2..1 Pa .. met .... 
Command 10 The a bit t.n5ig1ed value Ox05 identIfyWIg thIS pt(lIocoI dala mit (PDUI as an 
APIS_ REMOVE_PRODUCE command 
ASAP A 16 bit unsigned (,llPIS networil Wlde !jo!laIly unique) handle idMt4y\ng!he 
ASU ASAP that w~1 no lOnger be the producer of thIS Message 10. 
ASU HOlt 10 A 16 bit unsogned value ideflttyl1g the ASU MuI~bus" agenl hOst 











Status PortiO A 16 bil unsigned value Idenllfylng th. ASU IIl3l1S software endpoinl within 
B host ThIS Port 10 , combined with the ASU Hosl 10 fom'Ul B lull MB II 
transport soc:ke! address, whictI is used by APIS lor r,ruming the repiy -..... 
Message 10 
A Port 10 value ofOxOOOO Indicates thai no reply mu,l be{jeneraled by APIS 
for this request 
Four 16 btl unsigned value fields spedfylng the Message 10 01 a produced 
message prll'<iousIy registered WildC3l'd vajues (0x0000) ere ellowed In any 
oItheMessage 10fields. All Message 10SClXTlIl'1~y being produced underl~e 
specified ASAP, malching this wildcard va lue, will be remov.d 
4.6.2.2 Perametltr Oflut5 
Byi.O Byte! ByIe.2 
• 
"..3 Byle4 By!&5, • Byt.6' Byt.1 
Commlll'ld R.servlild lOB " SB lOB MSB LSB " SB 
'0 "'" AS'" ASU HosllO Slaws PortiO 
- . . . ByteS Byte 9 Byt. to Byte 11 Byi. 12 Byle 1.3 EI'tf. 104 . By1I: Hi 
LSB " SB LSB "SB LSB "SB LSB MSB 
Messag. 10 0 Message 10 1 Io.'lessage 10 2 Message 10 3 
Message 10 
4.6.3 Unsolle lted Reply 
Param.llfl SI .. Allowed V;lluH De.c:rlpllon 
Command 10 B." Ox85 ldenllfiM message 
Rultf'\ltd a •• ,.00 
Return V,l.\ue 16 bits valid relUm values Reier 10 USI 01 return values 
4.6.l.1 Parameters 
Command 10 Th. 8 b~unlogned vajue Dd' iclenl ilying this protocol data unit (POU) 8S an 
APIS_REMOVE_PROOUCE_REPl Y command. 
Return Value APIS_REMOVE_PROOUCE returns B 16-bot signed value representing the 
stnLus alth. call Allowed values are listed below. (Refer to paragraph 6. 




no ItfTOI" occurred 
l;lICIfied ASAP not locally re<;;istered 
s~ecffied Msg 10 Is not registered for this 
AS'" 












4.6.3.2 Pafllmeler OffHts 
Byte 0 "" , ,,,., Byte 3 
Com."..., R_ .. Lsa MS' 
" FJlIId RolumVIlIue 











4.1.1 Message Oe$Cription 
nu message Is used to delete a message for reception from the message list NO messages 8S 
spllClfie<l by the Message 10 parameter. recelvUd aftllr ttu command " IUUed and sue<:essfuQt 
aclu1ow1e<1ged. will be transferred to the ASU It IS a Mult lbu$ II TP TranuC'Jon Message of type 
unsolicited request with unsolicited rGply The unsolleiled requnl w' come from:he ASU and 
the unsolk:tted reply from APIS 
nus message IS passed through the APIS Commane Socket which ConSIStS of the CQmbne:lOl'l 
(HosUd PonJd] or [nlc_sJOUlr:OxQE01] 












ASU Host 10 
CCII':A5OOIIMs/6·ICOIt Is!ue 1 1 
Size Allowed V,lues Description 
e bits "'" Idelltlf.es message 
e bils """" 
16 bits OxOOOO..l)):FFFF klen:dies sendBf 
16 bitS 0l(OOOO-Oxl3 APIS will combine this ASU 
Host 10 wi:h Slaws Pen to to 
form U1e smel address 
16 bll' OxOOOO.()xFFFF APIS will use this Port 10 'Mlh 
the ASU Host 10 to form the 
Status Socket. 
64 btlS OXOOOO OXOOOO' Messaj#e to of message request 




The 8 b,t unSigned value Ox06 1dMltIIying this protocol data uno! (POU) as an 
APtS_REMOVE_OEMA:',O command 
A 16bll urls'gned (.llPIS network wide globally unique) handle Idenlllyv1g:he 
ASU ASAP thaI Will no longer II conaumar of the speeifled Message 
A 16 btt uns'Ilned value identifying Ihe ASU MlIlbbuS II agent host. 











Status Port 10 A 15 bit unsigned valuo ldenbfylnS lIle ASU statU! so!t .... are el'ld;1or lt W1ttrn 
a host This Port 10. eombirled w<th the ASU Host 10 forms a full MB II 
trans;>or'l socket address. whICh IS used by APIS for returning the reply 
~~ .. 
ManOIiO 10 
APort 10 value 01 OXOOOO indtCa\ell that no reply must be generated by APIS 
for thIS rOQucs! 
Four 15 bit uMlpd vaue fiet<ts specllyrlll IfWI Message IDola ~andecI 
1'T\eSS<llle prevIOUSly r&QIStered Wildcard values (OXOOOO) are allowed '" II/'Iy 
of tM Message 10 ~e1ds A Message 10 oonta:rllng WlIdeard f;slds WICI 0f'fY 
remove a demand II ~ was demanded wllh L'lis e~act Message 10. In OIher 
\YO"", issuing lin API$_REMOVE_OE"IANO WI!n a WIldcard Message 10 will 
nOl remove Clornands tha! are aumll 01 me lpec.fied Message 10 The 
spec.al case of using a Message 10 of 0000 however. wi! remove '" 
oomands prevloos1y registered for thIS ASN> 
4.7.2.2 Paramoler Olfso" 
BYIIlO Byte 1 "", , By til 3 Byte 4 Byte S Byte 6 """ c __ Re~er""d co, Moe co, M" '" Moe 10 FlIlld 
ASAP ASU HCSllO Stalm Pon 10 
., .. Byte!! Byte \0 Byta If Byte 12 Byte 13 Byte 14 Byte 15 
'" Msa ". MSB ". "sa lS. MSB 
Message to 0 Message 10 1 Massage 10 2 Message 103 
MessBgalO 
47.3 UnsoHelled Reply 
Parsmeten S Ize Allowed ValUes Oe&<:ripllon 
Command 10 " .. "eo Identifies message 
Ruervod ,,~ 0,00 
Relurn Val ... IS lifts valid return values Refer 10 !1St of return values 
4.7.3.1 Parameters 
Command 10 The8 b~ unsogned value OxB6 identilyng ths protoc~ data Ulllt (PDUI as an 
APt$_REMOVE_OEMANO_REPL Y command 











" .8 1 Muuge Description 
ThIS message Is used 10 send iI stream data message from an application, II IS I Mullil'lus II TP 
TransadJon Messaga cJ Iype solicited request with unso!lclted reply . The sol'C,led re(lunl will 
roma 110m lIle ASU and me unsolicited re ply from APIS 
Tht$ message Is passed tIYough the APIS W eam data SOCKet (Produce r Soc~el) 81 'elumed with 
the APIS _PROOUCE() command 
.. .. . 2 Sollc lI&d Message 
P:'rlmal,,.. Sizo 
Command 10 8 brts 
Ruerved B bit. 
Renrved 16 b:l& 
ASU 16 bits 
Hal l 10 
StatuI 16 bU 
Port 10 
Meuage 10 64b~s 
ASAP 16 bots 
Meallge Length 16,*,-, 
Meluge Conltnl • tIolS • 
Message ,-
4.' .2.1 ParalTMterl 
Command to 
ASU HOIIIO 
StatUI POri 10 
CCWA5OOllMSJ6·ICD/i ISSue 1 1 
Allowed Valuel Oncrlpllon 
Ox07 Ident.fles menage 
MlO 
,",0000 
O~~13 APIS will eomblrte 1I11S ASU 
HosiiO .... ,111 Statln' Pan 10 10 
form 1I1e socket add'ess 
O)(()()()O.{)):f FFf APtS willJse tnls Pon to ... lI'I 
Ine ASU Host 10 10 fOl'lT1 the 
Sta:us SOCket 





OxOlXl().().FFFF Idenllfies sender 
,.000 Lerogtrl (d8{:rnal) 01 messaga 10 
be transmmed 
Olo.IXHlxFF Oala 
The 6 bll unsigned value O~07 ldenllfyln9 th is protocol datil ""~ (PDU) 
nan APIS_SENO_MSG command 
A 16 bit un!.lgned value ldenl ifY lng the ASU Mu.tlbus II agent host. 
A \6 bll unSigned value ident ify'ng the ASU SlatlJs sotware er>dpoint 
with,n I host This Port ID. eomboned \Y.m the ASU HosllO forms a full 











ME' II transport s<xkel address . ..michls used by APIS Nr relurmng the 
re~ message. 
A Port 10 value 01 0,,0000 ind<eates that no reply tnlJSl be generated by 
the APIS for th.s reqUe5l 
Mesugo 10 Four 16 bit unsigned value fields specifying !he Message 10 01 a 
massage to 00 tTansferroo. 'MIdcard varues (0:<0000) are nOl aDO'Ned .. 
any of the Me:;sage 10 foe!ds 
ASAP A HI b~unsogned{APISneI'NOfkwodcglobaJy unoque)handle identolyong 
the ASU ASAP ~rodu(:ing the specified Message 
Mnuge length A 16 biT value speo;.fy .. g the tengIh of !he data message in bytes The 
maximlln slle of the message data is 4000 (deCimal) bytes 
Message Content A conllQUOUl number of bytes ~s speafie<l by the r..'lcssagc length 
Soquenc ..... of dal~ wi! be guaranteed 
4.8.2.2 Parameter Olflot. 
ByleO Byto 1 Byte 2 I Byte 3 .,-- Byle5 Byte B Byte 1 
Command R~_ Lsa Msa Lsa M" 
1O Flold RosOlVCC Field 
ASU Hoslio Status Port 10 
I,,,,, Byte 9 Byte 10 Byle 11 Byte 12 Byte 13 Byte 14 Byte 15 
LSB MSB Lsa MSB LSB MSB LSB MSB 
Mess.age to 0 Mc$StIQ(! 10 1 MClssage 10 2 Mcssa~c 10 3 
MesSi198 10 
Byte 16' Byte 11 Byte 18 Byte 19 
-I--"""i ___ .J ___ 1 Byte N 
LSB MSB LSS MSB Fnt Byte I I ILut Byte a 
"''' MeS$a~ Length 
ofOata : I __ _ ..J ___ : Data 











4.8.3 Unsollclted Reply 
Po,omelers Siu Allowed Value s Description 
Command 10 8 bits Ox87 Idonllfies message 
Reserved 8 bits 0,,, 
Rotum Value 16 bils va lid ,elum va lues ReIer to list 01 return values 
Reserved 32Ms OxOOOOOOOO 






Command 10 The 8 bit ur.s~r.ed va lue Ox8] klentJfy.,g this pro:ocQl data un il (PDUl as iV1 
APIS_SEND_MSG_REPL Y command. 
Return Value APIS_SEND_MSG retums a 16·bIt s'gned value represent~g the status 01 








no error occurred 
spoclflod AS!>P not locally registered 
speafied Msg 10 IS invalid 
specified ASAP Is not res,sterM as a prQ(:ucer 
for thIS Msg 10 
specified Len!jth Is Invarld 
no consvmers are regIStered lor this Msg 10 
4.8.3.2 Parameter Of/sets 
Byte 0 Byte 1 Byte 2 Byte 3 Byte 4 I Byte 5 I 8yte 6 I Byte] 
Command Reserveo '" M" 'D ". Reserved Fle la Relurn Va lue 
Byte 8 Byte 9 Bytel0 I Bytett Byte 12 Bytet3 Byte 14 By to IS 
'" M" '" I MS' '" M" LS' MS' 
Message 10 0 Message 10 1 Message 10 2 Message 10 3 
Mossage 10 












4.9.1 Mltssage Description 
Th,s message is used 10 send a stream dal~ mess~ge receIve!! by APIS \0 the 'DpllCiI~on ~ta 
stream socket It is a Mvlt,t}u& II T? Transaction Message 01 type solitlted message. The solIC~.ed 
meSSilge will come from APIS No reply IS required fol !his data transfer event 
ThIS message Is passed through the stream data socket (ConalM'T1er Soeketj as 5;>tItIf\ed in the 
APIS_OEMANDO command. 
49.2 Solicitltd Message 
ParametOfS Siu 
Command 10 8 bits 
Rosorved 8 bits 
Ruerv ad t6 b~s 
Relorved 32 bits 
Meuage 10 s.: Ms 
ASAP '6 bits 
MenalJ8 Length 16 b,ts 
Me5l311e Content e bItS • 
message 
"'V" 




Mau aga Langlh 
Allowed Values Descriplion 









OxOOQO.())(FFFF Idem.!ie! source 
HOOO Length(dedmall of message In 
bytes 
O)(OI).O)(FF Data 
Tho B bit unsigned value OXOB idenbfy,ng thiS proloCQ/ data uno! 
(POUI as an APIS_RECEIVE_MSGcommand. 
Four 16 bit unsigned va lue fick!s specdy'ng tile Message 10 01 a 
messitQe being lIansferrl!(j No Wildcard values (OleOOOO) w,n be 
used In any ollhe Message ID roel~. 
A t6 M Un'lOne(! (APIS nelWOlk wide globany umque) handle 
ldentltylng the ASU ASAP thai Is the Producer of the spec;"'oed 
MessiIQI! 
A 16 bit value Spec!tyU1g tile length 01 :he data message on bytes 
Tho m3!ClITII.nI $.le of the message ~alillS 4000 (dec,malj bytes 











Message Content A conttgUOUs number of bytes as specified by the Message Length 
Sequencing of data wilt 00 guaranteed 
4.9.2.2 Parameler Offsels 
By teO Byte 1 B)'Ie 2 I Byte 3 Byte 4 Byte 5 Byte 6 Byte 7 
eommo", Reserved 
'" Ffeld ReseM\d Fie ld Resel'\led FiCld 
B)'It8 Byte 9 Byte 10 Byte 11 Byte 12 Byte 13 Byte 14 Bytc15 
L56 "56 LSB " S6 LSB "56 LSB .56 
Message 10 0 Message 10 I Message ID 2 MesS<lge 10 3 
Message 10 
~-, 
Byte 16 By to 11 Byte 18 Byte,9 Byle 20 ! . -.J i Byte N --- ---
L56 .56 "lB .56 FirSt Byte 1 I lLas\ Byte 0< 
AS,", Message Length 
of Oats. 1 1 1 Oata 
,-----'- -- , 











5. PC·Compatible (VxWorks) APIS Implementation 
This section describes the interface between the AS U and APIS when both run as separate tasks under VxWorks, 
sharing the PC CPU processing resources. 
The PC-Compatible interface between the ASU and APIS Is essentially the same as for the MULTIBUS II 
implementation. The parameter descriptions differ in that VxWorks message queues will be used to pass 
messages, instead of MUL TIBUS II sockets. Message queue 10's will be passed in place of the Host 10 and Port 
10 socket fields, In messages between the ASU and APIS. The combination of Host 10 and Port 10 fields is 32 bits 
wide, which is the same size as a VxWorks message queue 10. 
The APIS Command Socket will be identified by a global variable containing the message queue 10 which 
simulates this socket. The APIS Command Socket queue can only be Identified at run-time, since message queue 
10's cannot be set to specific values, unlike MUL TIBUS \I mailboxes, which can be attached to fixed port numbers. 
The name of the APIS Command Socket queue global variable Is apis_cmd_socket. 
An example of the APIS_OEMANOO message Is shown. 
5.1 APIS_DEMAND() 
5.1.1 Message Description 
This message is used to add a message for reception to the message list. The request will come 
from the ASU and the reply from APIS. 
This message is passed through the APIS Command Socket, which will be Identified by a global 
variable containing the message queue 10. The name of the APIS Command Socket queue global 
variable Is apls_cmd_socket. 












5.1.2 Unsolicited Req"ul 
SI,tus Queue 10 32M' 
Mess;>ge 10 64 b,ts 
Consumer Queue 10 32 bllS 
Repetition Interval 16 bIts 
5.1.2.1 Parameter. 
Com mind 10 
ASAP 
Slllus Queue 10 
O~OOOOOOOO nus Queue to wiU id8l1tJy me 
S:3tu~ sockel 
OxOOOO.OIcOOOO Message 10 of lTIf)uage to oe 
OltOOOO.OxOOOO rccci\icd 
OIcFFFF .000FFFF 
(11<.00000000 APIS ~ transfer any reee;"'ed 
data 'or the ASU 10 Ihe 
OxFFFFFFFF Consumer Seckel:!s ldentlfted by 
tha Consumer Queue 10 
O ~OOOO·O.FFFF 
The B bIt uns91ed value 0.0. idenlllYlflg \his ~rotocol data unt! (POU) 
as m1 APLS_OEMANO corrn\afld 
A I 6 ba unsigned (APIS nelWOfk WIde gIoI:la/ly u",que) handle Identrfylng 
the ASU ASAP thai IS the consumer of this Message 10 
A 32 b~ unsogned value identify,ng !he ASU $t(l\~s sottware endpolnl 
Wlttun a hosl Ttus Oueue 10 Is used Dy APIS fo< returning \he reply 
~ .... 
A 0ueu1l10 value of OleO 1fId0000IIIS thl)! no reply must be generated by 
APIS for Ihls request. 
FO .... 16 bn u"stgned value fieldS s~ec lfylr. g the Message 10 of a 
message to be consumed W~dC;) rd volues (O xOOOO) are ellowoo In any 
01 Ihe Message 10 lioids 
Consumer Queue 10 A32 bIt "nsl\lned vatun lCentifying \hIlASU COMurrer software endporn 
W I!hm the ASU host This Queue 10 1$ used by /\PIS for deliverIng \he 
rOquestec! message. 
Repeti tion InteN;>1 Spec:.r.es \he mtn,rrum del!VefY repe~\.IQn ontcrval In ml /\PIS will deliver 
only \he last received data message aftor ex.pl)' of the s.peQfied 
mr.Tl.lm bme int!)(VaI strl(;e last dehvery ThUI, messaglll received by 
/\PIS durng the ndicated bme Int!)(VaI a~.er the lUI d ...... o-y. WIll not be 
pa$led on to the consumer 
Vaue Mcanong 













Imme<llale delivery of mes.sages on rocepl<on by APIS 
Speafoes irT\me<i'ale delivery of latest message to ASU t 
tnls specified 00\e intCNaI since lasl deli'lery 10 !he ASU 
Ms expirod 
5.1.2.2 Parameter Ollset! 
Byte 0 Byte 1 Byte 2 """ Byle 4 Byte 5 ByleS Byte 1 C_d ReS8Ned LSO M58 LSO "SO 
10 F]c:d 
ASAP StatllS Queue 10 
Byte 8 "~9 Byte 10 Byle 11 Byte 12 Byte 13 Byte 14 8y1e15 
LSO MS8 LSO "SO LSO MSa L58 "SO 
Message 100 Massage 10 1 Message (0 2 Message 10 J 
Massage 10 
Byte 16 8)'10 17 Byte 18 ~to 19 Byte 20 Byte 21 
LSO " SO LSO MSB 
COrlsumer Queue 10 Repet.ttOn Interval 
5.1.3 Unsol icited Reply 
P~<~m .. l .. r~ Slz .. Allowed Va lues Oucrlpllon 
Comm and 10 B bits 0,., Idenufl6S message 
Reserved 8 bl1s "'" 
Ret urn Value 16 bitl valid relUm values Refe r 10 a l is\ of tI1e ,alum 
values 
5.1.3.1 Parame ters 
Command 10 Tho e bot unsigned value 0,,84 iOooI.tyiflg this protocol data unit (PQU) al an 
APIS_DEMAND_REPl Y commaod 
Return Value APIS OEt.IAND rc!lJfTlS a 16-b,j ~ned va'!.le represcnlmg the sletu! of me 
cal l. AJI(7Wcd ValUIl! lI'e hsted!)ej(7W (Refer to paragraph 6 Retum Values) 




E_INTERV AL_INV ALiD 
E_ CONS _ 51(T _INVALID 
E_OEMANO_EXIST_FOR_A SAP 
1999.()2-1g 
no en'or occurred 
~pecl~l)d ASAP nOllocailY te\j1$le'oo 
spec..foed Msg 10 Is Irwatld 
speclf'.ed Repel,llon Intervsj IS In~lIhd 
speo::allKllockel ill irwahd 
SpOClhad Msg 10 " already re\jl$terQd 
'Of thLS ASAP 











5.1 .3.2 Pafilmeler OlIn" 
BytlO By"" Byte 2 B",3 
C ........ Reserved LSB "SB 
'0 c.., 
RecumVetue 











6. Returned Values 



































no errot occurred 
sped fie<l ASAP not loca lly reg istered 
spec~le<I Appll<:aUOIl ID has alreaoy ceen used OIl tnls NIC 
specilied Msg 10 Is ir\lIa lfd 
spedfied ASU TEXT STRING Is Irwa lid 
specified Length is invalid 
spec ified Priority is invahd 
specified RepetltiOl'1 Int!!IVall!! invalid 
spedfied MBII socket ls inva lid 
specified MSII IO Is aready regIstered for this Pnonty and ASAP 
maxImum number 01 producers has registered thIS Msg 10 
specified Length and Repetition Interval values do not 
correspond w.th previously regIste red values (Only vafld If 
specJfied Msg 10 ks already registered under a drtfercnt ASAP) 
maximum bandwidtn allocation Ilmit exceeded 
specf..ea Msg 10 IS already registered lor this ASAP 
specofied Msg 10 is nolregistered for this ASAP 
specified ASAP is not reg istered as a Producer for :hls MSII1D 
no consumers are reg istered for thIS Msg 10 
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This document addresses the design for the Information Management System (lMS) Application 
Interface Services (APIS). 
1.2 System overview 
The sub-systems Interfacing to each other via the Information Management System (IMS) shall 
interface to the Local Area Network (LAN) via the Network Interface Card (NIC). The NIC shall 
Implement protocol processing, flow, rate and error control as well as local network management. 
The NIC shall provide the following services to the sub-system: 
• Application Interface Services (APIS) for realtime message passing. 
• Network Time Services (NTS) for synchronization. 
• File Transfer Services (FTS) for passing large amounts of data (files). 
• Built In Test Services (BITS) for obtaining status information regardi g the LAN. 
AP IS is Message Orientated Middleware (MOM) which abstracts the connection oriented Transport 
Layer from the user on the sub-system. It allows the sender of a message (known as a Producer 
in APIS) to be unaware of the receiver of the message (known as the Consumer). Each message 
that is passed through APIS has a unique message identifier that is allocated by SINC. A Producer 
of a specific message shall register to APIS on the its sub-system NIC with the message identifier 
of that message. A Consumer on another sub-system wishing to receive this message shall 
register to APIS on its NIC with the same message Identifier. APIS establishes a virtual connection 
between the Producer and Consumer and delivers the message to the Consumer every time it is 
sent by the Producer. Multiple Producers and Consumers can be set up for a specific message in 
this way. 
The NIC may be either a Multibus II compatible, or a PC/PCI-PMC compatible FOOl card. In the 
case of the Multibus 1\ NIC interface. APIS shall run on the N IC and the user's application shall run 
on a separate Multibus II compatible host. The user shall interface to APIS via Multibus II 
messages as defined in the APIS ICo. In the case of the Pc/PCI-PMC FOOl card. APIS and the 
user's application shall share the PC CPU processing resources. The user shall Interface to APIS 
via message queues provided by the operating system, using messages as defined in the APIS 
ICO. 
1.3 Document overview 
This document shall discuss the overall design of the IMS APIS as well as decisions taken 
regarding the architecture of the sOftware. 
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3. CSC.I design decisions 
APIS shall execute under a realtime multitasking operating system. Interface to the user shall be via Multibus 
II in the case of a Multibus II NIC card or via interprocess communication mechanisms provided by the 
operating system ie. Message Queues (mailboxes). APIS shall gain access to the IMS FOOl LAN via a 
STREAMS Interface to the XTP module. 
4. CSCI architectural design 
APtS is Implemented as a collection of processes executing simultaneously to achieve maximum efficiency. 
Refer to Figure 1 for an architectural overview. Two static tables exist to act as a database for all messages 
registered on the NIC. Three different classes of processes can operate on these tables as follows: 
• Receive Task A process that receives a data message via the XTP protocol and dispatches it to all 
the users that are registered on this NIC to receive this message. The List of 
Demanded Messages on this NIC will have an entry for this message listing all the 
users that APIS should deliver this message to. Several of these Receive Task may 
operate Simultaneously. 
• Send Task A process that receives a data message from the user via the Multibus II or Mail 
Queue interface, validates the user as a registered Producer and passes it to the CS 
FOOl LAN via XTP. The List of Produced Messages will have an entry for this 
message containing the valid Producers as well as the XTP context information. 
Several Receive Tasks may operate simultaneously. 
• Admin Task A process that receives control messages from th  user via the Multibus II or Mail Queue 
\ 
\ 
interface. Control messages are used to register/deregister users as Producers for 
sending a particular message or as Consumers to receive a particular message. It is 
possible for multiple Admin Tasks to operate simultaneously although one process 
handling the administration Is suffiCient. 
FOOl Driver 
XTP Protocol 
APIS f) 0" 
f) 
List of ReceiveTask) = Demanded a f) 




AdminTask :E .. 
-----" .. ' 0 Ustof - ( User's Produced (II Application 
Messages ,- = .ca ... _--- . 
SendTask == = ------ :E 
Figure 1 The Architecture of APIS. 












4.1 CSCI components 











apisSocket should inherit 
from either of these two bas 
classes, depending on the 
availability of Multibus II. 

















/ ------ ...... --~ .... ----_." ----.. 













List of valid 
Producers 
~--c) Message ~---(). 
\ -. \ -'. : ""-"', ) -, \ 






, .. ]' ._-




Message will be 
dispatched via this 
list of XTP contexts 
Figure 2 Architecture of the Send Task. 
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4.1.2 Receive Task 
Ust of Consumers 
to receive this 
message 
apisSockat should inherit 
from either of these two 
base classes, depending 
on the availability of 
. Multlbus II. 
Messages will be 
received on this 
XTP Context 
Figure 3 Architecture of the Receive Task. 
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Demanded by 












4.1.3 Admin Task 
apls cket shou d Inherit 
from either of these two base 
classes, depending on the 
availability of Multlbus II. 
Wst of registered 
APIS users 
Figure 4 Architecture of the Admin Task. 













4.1.4 List of Demanded Messages 
Figure 5 Architecture of the Demanded Message List. 
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Figure 6 ArChitecture of the Produced Message List. 
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4.1.6 List of Application Service Users 
Figure 7 Architecture of the Application Services Users Ust. 
4.2 Concept of execution 
All the processes that is needed by APIS will start when the program is invoked and will run 
simultaneously until APIS is terminated. 
Detailed process and object int raction is deferred to Appendix A which contains the CASE (Rational 
Rose - Booch) design of the software. 
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5.5 APIS DEMAND 




( em. ) 
Figure 13 Add a Consumer for this message. 
5.6 APIS REMOVE PRODUCE 












The Admin Task receives this control message from a registered Producer who no longer wants 




Figure 14 Remove a Producer for this message. 












5.7 APIS REMOVE DEMAND 
The Admin Task receives this control message from a registered Consumer who no longer wants 





/' c:onlainirl; thll 
"-,ASAP In Consumer .... 
""'" list? //' 
..... " .. / 
N 
y 
Figure 15 Remove a Consumer for this message. 
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5.8 APIS SEND 
The Receive Task receives this data message from a registered Producer and passes It on via the 
XTP protoCol to the CS FOOl LAN . 
( 
I . BuDd XTP Muuge I 
I (MSGJO+LENGTH+OATA) 
[
Stnd \0 MIIuage 1 
IDRcvTask J 
EJ3 
Figure 16 Producer sends a message. 












5.9 APIS RECEIVE 
The Receive Task receives this data message via XTP and passes it on to all the registered users 
that have also registered as a Consumer for this message. 
~, 
! A_MSG_::T_IN_LCT 
" ( ~. 
apisJecelve_event 











Figure 17 Consumer receives a message. 
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5.10 PDU event· Ready To Produce 
The Admin Task receives this internal PDU message when a remote NIC is ready to establish a 
new multicast connection for a marticular message. 
Unlcast ReadyToProduce (UP PDU) event 
1" ~pt.Cr,~ N log 
, MlQ..IO matdl'" --i"1Ii'1 ~UP _MI\l'CIU<IOT.J'OUN 
" -,bind In LCT~1 0 
[
' Creata con_and 1 





( Cb1e ) 
Figure 18 Ready to Produce event. 
* [ Read~ 'J (UR)PDU 
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5.11 PDU event· Ready To Connect 
The Admin Task receives this internal PDU message from a remote NIC when it is ready to 
connect to a multicast association. 
Unicast ReadyToConnect (UR PDU) event 
Figure 19 Ready to Connect event 












5.12 PDU event· Broadcast New Produce 
The Admin Task receives this intemal PDU message from a remote N1C when a new Producer for 
a particular message was added. \ 
Broadcast NewProduce (BP PDU) event 
* . 
I
, Buld a l1li aha 1 
1n\IUIIII- In "'enlt 
\ that match "'II Mlgld 
. t 
"'~ 
y" .. , 
"'*/~ 
.. ' ," ''',... 
./II"'lsllrp~' ..... • ;:-0 bGunflOactxln '. 
". any allhae? 
Figure 20 Broadcast New Produce event. 












5.13 PDU event· Broadcast New Demand 
The Admin Task receives this internal PDU message from a remote NIC when a new Consumer 
for a particular message was added. 
Broadcast NewDemand (BD PDU) event 
( DIme ) 
Figure 21 Broadcast New Demand event. 
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tl - 0.000 ~ t2 - 2.990me ~t - 2.98Ome l/~t - 335.6 Hz 
Figure E1. The application-to-application time to deliver a 4 000 byte 
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Figure E2. The time required to send a 4 000 byte message from the 
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Figure E3. The time required to send a 4 000 byte message from the NIC 
to the Consumer ASU. (780 J.1S or 26,2% of total) The 
combined time spent in Multibus is 1,550 ms or 52~/o of the 
total. 
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Figure E4. The delta between APIS receiving the message via Multibus and 
copying it to the FDDI driver is 50 J.1S. This time includes an 
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Figure E5. The delta between APIS receiving the message from the FDDI 
driver and initiating the Multibus transfer to the Consumer ASU 
is 60 JlS. 
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Figure E6. The time since APIS copied the data to the FDDI driver until 
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Figure E7. The time needed to transmit 4000 bytes onto the FODI media 
is 320 J.l.S. 
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Figure E8. If we ignore the latencies of the Multibus transfers and APIS 
processing, the latency of the FDDI driver is only 1,32 ms or 
44,3 % of the total. 
